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Chapter 0

Introd uction

Nonlinear theories, started in the 1960's, provided for the first time in the literature
global generalized solutions for arbitrary continuous nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs). These theories have now been extended to Lie symmetry groups for classical
and global generalized solutions of nonlinear PDEs. My work in this thesis is on stability
analysis of Lie groups of nonlinear PDEs.

Nonlinear algebraic theory of generalized solutions for large classes of nonlinear PDEs was
originated by Elemer E. Rosinger ' who published the first two papers on the subject in
1966 and 1968. He has since developed the theory further, culminating in the publication
of four research monographs (1978, 1980, 1984, 1990). In these monographs the algebraic
theory, complete with applications in the study of nonlinear PDEs, is well presented.
Some of the major results obtained by Rosinger in this line of research include:

· the solution of the celebrated 1954 impossibilty result of L. Schwartz? regarding the
multiplication of distributions (1966);

· the characterization of all possible nonlinear algebraic theories of generalized
functions (1980);

· the global solution of arbitrary nonlinear analytic PDEs (1987);

· the algebraic characterization of the solvability of large classes of nonlinear PDEs
(1990).

J .F. Colornbeau+" of Lions, France, is the other main protagonist of this field. He inde-
pendently developed an algebraic nonlinear theory of generalized functions, first published
in 1984. Although Colombeau's theory is considered to be the most complete, very pow-
erful and so far the most widely studied of the various possible algebraic methods, it is
of narrower applicability due to the fact that it is merely a particular case of the whole
class of such possible theories already developed fully and characterized completely by
Rosinger in 1980 (see Colombeau's review in Bull. AMS vol. 20, no. 1, January 1989, pp.
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96 - 101). A detailed account of Colombeau's version of the theory is given in his two
research monographs of 1984 and 1985.

Of late there have been several other researchers, mostly from Europe and Brazil, in this
field. But most of them tend to develop either Rosinger's or Colombeau's theory.

Lie group analysis is a mathematical theory that synthesizes symmetry of differen-
tial equations. This theory was originated by a great Norwegian mathematician of the
nineteenth century called Sophus Lie5 (1842 - 1899). In his work published in 1884, Lie
pioneered the use of continuous groups of transformations - called Lie groups - in the
study of symmetry properties of differential equations with a view to their solutions. Lie
discovered that the known ad hoc methods of integration of differential equations could
easily be derived by his theory of continuous groups. He further, among other things,
gave a classification of differential equations in terms of their symmetry groups, thereby
identifying the set of equations which could be integrated or reduced to lower-order equa-
tions by group theoretic arguments. Lie's basic idea was to find all the Lie groups for a
given PDE such that any solution of this PDE is transformed into another solution by
the coordinate transforms of the respective Lie groups; i.e., all the groups with respect
to which the set of solutions of the PDE is invariant. The procedure for determining the
Lie groups admitted by any given family of differential equations is discussed in detail in
Chapter 1.

A symmetry group transforms any solution of the equation in question to another solution
of the same equation. Thus from a symmetry group of any given system of equations it is
possible to construct nontrivial solutions from the known ones. If a group transformation
maps a solution into itself, we arrive at what is called a group invariant solution. The
process of looking for this type of solution reduces the number of independent variables of
the equation in: question by one. This process can be repeated until the equation can be
solved by integration. If the solution is invariant under a one-parameter group, then the
differential equation is reduced to an ordinary differential equation. A multi-parameter
group results in the reduction of the differential equation to an algebraic relation. This
is well known in the literature (see sources in Chapter 1).

Lie symmetry groups for classical solutions of nonlinear PDEs can be extended to sym-
metry groups for global generalized solutions. Nonlinear Lie group theory for global
generalized solutions of nonlinear PDEs was started by Rosinger in 1992. In collaboration
with Michael Oberguggenberger" of Innsbruck, Austria, they have published a research
monograph (1994) on the solution of continuous nonlinear PDEs through order com-
pletion. The Group Invariance of such global solutions has been the object of two recent
doctoral theses in this department (Y.E. Walus7 and M. Rudolph", both supervised by
E.E. Rosinger, 1993). M. Kunzinger" of the University of Vienna, Austria, has recently
studied Lie transformation groups in Colombeau Algebras for his doctorate un-
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der the supervision of M. Oberguggenberger (1996). So far, some of the major results
obtained by Rosinger and his collaborates are:

· the first nonlinear Lie group theory of global generalized solutions of nonlinear PDEs;

· three solutions to Hilbert's fiffth problem considered in its full generality;

· the first solution of the 1957 H. Lewy problem on the solvability of smooth
PDEs.

Independently, in Russia, N .Kh. Ibragimov'? and his collaborators have recently developed
a theory which amounts to the study of stability of Lie groups associated with nonlinear
PDEs. Their paper, titled Approximate Lie Groups (1989) is the first in this line of
research. Ibragimov was a student L.V. Ovsyannikov who had mentioned the possibility
of such a theory in the early 1960's, but nobody took it up. Lie symmetry group analysis
is very useful in determining all the nonlinear solutions of a given differential equation.
Unfortunately, any small perturbation of an equation disturbs the group admitted by
it, and this in effect reduces the practical use of symmetry group analysis. It was this
realization that motivated the Russian group into developing group analysis methods of
differential equations with a small perturbation (c:). The theory, however, is valid even for
large parameters (e) and this makes the term "approximate" appear somewhat unsuitable.
We have therefore given it a more appropriate name, stability of Lie groups, which is the
subject of study in this thesis. In particular, we aim to find stability of Lie groups of the
perturbed nonlinear wave equation

The choice of the perturbation Wt( t, x) is natural. In an equation of the type studied,
the function u(t, x) usually denotes the displacement of the object, here one-dimensional,
which occurs at time t and spatial coordinate x. In this case, Ut(t, x) is the local velocity
of the object and a perturbation of the form Wt(t, x) is the usual model of friction. Hence
this perturbation is of particular practical importance, since the inclusion of friction is a
realistic necessity in various applied problems; the case c: = 0 corresponds to frictionless
motion.

Chapter 1 contains the general concepts of Lie groups. This is presented in a self-contained
manner as it forms an integral background reading for this thesis. The determination of
Lie groups admitted by a given PDE is not triavial, so we have included in this chapter
many examples and illustrations.

In Chapter 2, the theory of stability of Lie groups is discussed in detail. An algorithm for
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constructing an approximate group for a given PDE is presented.

The exact Lie groups for the unperturbed and perturbed nonlinear wave equations

Utt = [J(x,u)ux]x

and
Utt + eu; = [J(x, u)uxlx

are discussed in Chapter 3. Although properties of Lie groups of the unperturbed non-
linear wave equation had been studied by Torrisi and Valenti (see [3] in Chapter 3), we
show that the assumption they made when solving for the infinitesimals were unnecessary
since the conditions present themselves naturally. The exact Lie groups for the perturbed
nonlinear wave equation is presented here for the first time.

Lastly, in Chapter 4 we present a general criterion for approximate invariance. The con-
cept is then used to find the Stability Groups for the perturbed nonlinear wave equations.
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Chapter 1

Lie Groups - General Concepts

Sources [1] George W. Bluman and Sekeyuki Kumei, SymmetTies and Differential

Equations, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1989.

[2] Peter J. Olver, Applications of Lie Groups to DiffeTential Equations,

Springer-Verlag, New York, 1986.

[3] Joseph J. Rotman, The TheoTY of GTOUpS, Allyn and Bacon, 1973.

This chapter will serve as a short introduction to the theory of Lie groups which is useful
in order to set up the notation employed in the sequel. Section 1.1 deals with the concept
of Lie groups of transformations. Section 1.2 introduces the idea of infinitesimal trans-
formations. Extended transformations (prolongations) are discussed in Section 1.3. In
Section 1.4 some applications of Lie Groups of Transformations to the solution of partial
differential equations are discussed.

1.1 Lie Groups of Transformations

First we give the standard definition of a group then discuss the Lie groups of transfor-
mations.

Definition 1.1-1

A gTOUp G is a set of elements with a law of composition ¢ between elements satisfying
the following axioms:

(i) closure property: Va, bEG, ¢(a, b) E G.

(ii) associative property: Va,b,c E G, ¢(a,¢(b,c)) = ¢(¢(a,b),c).

7
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(iii) identity element: :3! identity element e E G such that Va E G,
¢(a, e) = ¢(e, a) = a.

(iv) inverse element: Va E G, :3 ! inverse element a-I E G such that ¢( a, a-I)
¢(a-l,a)=e.

o
Definition 1.1-2

A subgroup of G is a group formed by a subset of elements of G with the same law of
composition ¢. 0

Definition 1.1-3

Let x = (Xl, X2, ... , xn) lie in a region D CR. Consider the set of transformations

z" = X(x, E) (1.1 )

defined for each xED, depending on parameter E, where E ESe R. Also let ¢( E, 5) define
a law of composition of parameters E, 5 E S. Then (1.1) forms a group of transformations
on D if:

(i) For each E E S, x* E D.

(ii) S with ¢ forms a group G.

(iii) x* = X when E = e i.e. X(x, e) = x.

(iv) If x" = X(X,E) and x** = X(x*,5), then x** = X(x,¢(E,5)).

o
This definition is illustrated in the diagram below .

. -!- I .
X x* = X(x, E)

. -!- .

x**' = X (x* ,5)
. t . = X(x, ¢(E, 5))

¢( E, 5)

Here the transformation from X to x* via E, then from x* to x** via 5 is equivalent to a
single transformation from x to x** via ¢( E, 5).
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The concept of one-parameter Lie group of transformations is introduced formally in the
following definition:

Definition 1.1-4

Let (1.1) in Definition 1.1-3 form a group of transformations on D. Then (1.1) defines a
one-parameter (E) Lie group of transformations if:

(v) E is a continuous parameter i.e. E E S where S is an interval in R.

(vi) X is infinitely differentiable with respect to x in D and E in S.

(vii) </;(E, <5) is COO-continuous.

o
This concept is illustrated in the next four examples.

Example 1.1-1

Show that the transformation

x" = x + E (1.2)

defines a Lie group of transformations.

We note here that

D = Rand S = R,

so that the operation

X: D x S ----t

1 1
(x, E)----t

D

1
x* = X(x, E)

now becomes

X: RxR ----t R
(x, E) f---7 x* = X(x, E) = X + E
(x,O) f---7 x* = X(x, 0) = x
(x*, <5) f---7 x** = X (x* ,<5) = x + E + <5

= X(x, </;(E,<5)) = x + (E + <5).

It can be seen clearly that all the conditions (i) - (vii) in definition 1.1-4 are satisfied,
with the identity element e = 0 and </;( E, <5) = E + <5.
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Example 1.1-2

The transformations

x* x + E, }

xy

X + E'

(1.3)
y*

define a Lie group of transformations.

With D = R2 and S = R we have the operation

X: R2 X R
((x, y), E)

---+ R2

f----t (x*,y*) = (x + E, ~).
X+E

This can be illustrated further as in the diagram below.

[

x*

y*
x + E 1xy

X+E [

x** = x* + 0
x*y*

y** = x* + 0

x + cP( E, 0) 1
xy

x + cP( E, 0)

With cP(E,O) = E + 0 and e = a it is easy to show that the conditions (i) - (vii) are
satisfied. In particular we see that

\Ix, y E D = R2 and \IE E S = R,

y**
x + cP( E, 0)

X(X,cP(E,O)) and
Y(y,cP(E,O)).

x** x + cP( E, 0)
xy

Example 1.1-3

Consider a group of scalings in the plane:

x* EX,

(x, Y)E R'. }
(1.4 )

y*

Here cP( E, 0) = EO, the identity element e = 1 and we have another example of a one-
parameter Lie group of transformations.
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Next is a group of transformations which does not define a Lie group of transformations.

Example 1.1-4

A family of transformations

X* x - Ey,

(x,y) ER', }
(1.5 )

y* y + EX, E E R,

does not correspond to a Lie group of transformations, since the condition (iv) is not
satisfied:

X** = X(x*,5) =I- X(x,¢(E,5)).
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1.2 Infinitesimal Transformations

Let (1.1) be a one-parameter (e:) Lie group of transformations with identity e: = 0 and law
of composition cP. The Taylor expansion of (1.1) about e: = 0 gives

x* (
aX(x, e:) ) e:2 (a2X(x, e:) )

X(x, e:) = X(x, 0) + e: ae: If=O + 2" ae: If=O + ...

(
aX(x, e) ) 2)

X + e: ae: If=O + O( e: . (1.6)

If we further let

then (1.6) becomes

(1.7)

and the following definition follows.

Definition 1.2-1

The transformation x + e:e( x) in (1. 7) is called the infinitesimal transformation of the
one-parameter Lie group of transformations (1.1). The components of e(x) are called the
infinitesimals of (1.1). 0

We wish to remark here that since (1.1) is a one-parameter Lie group of transformations
and by Lie's First Fundamental Theorem 1.2-1, the Taylor expansion in (1.7) is completely
determined by only having the infinitesimal transformation

o
The example below illustrates how to get the infinitesimals e( x) of a given group of trans-
formations.

Example 1.2-1

For the group of scalings

x*

-1< ,< 00, }
(1.8)

y*
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we see that

X((x, y), c:) = (x*, y*) = ((1 + c:)x, (1 + c:)2y)

and the corresponding infinitesimal is

((x, y) fJX((~:Y), c:) IE=O =

(x, 2(1 + c:)y) IE=O
(x,2y). (1.9)

It is important to note that although the infinitesimal ((x, y) appears to be relatively·
simpler, i.e. it is not a function of c:, it is the same infinitesimal, see (1.9), which contains
the essential information determining the group of transformations as in (1.8).

The process of getting (1.9) from (1.8) is quite easy. What is not obvious is how to get
(1.8) from (1.9). This will be discussed in its full generality later in the chapter.

The next theorem is known as the First Fundamental Theorem of Lie. We shall state it
without proof, see [1] for proof.

Theorem 1.2-1

There exists a parameterization T(C:) such that the Lie group of transformation (1.1) is
equivalent to the solution of the initial value problem (IVP) for the first order differential
equations

dx* = ((x*)
dT

(1.10)

with

x" == x when T = O.

In particular

(1.11)

where

fJ¢(a,b)
I'( c:) = fJb l(a,b)=(c1,E)

and
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I'(O) = 1.

[ei denotes the inverse element to c] o

Example 1.2-2

Consider the initial value problem

dX*(E) = ~(x*) = X*(E)dE
(1.12)

with x* = x when E = O. (1.13)

The above theorem says that we can find a paramterization T( E) such that the solution
of (1.12) is (1.1). To see this we need to solve (1.12) with (1.13), i.e.

dx*( E) = x*( E)
dE

where x* = (x~, x;, ... , x~) and x*(O) = x.

dx*1 x*dE 1

=} x* e€xi1

x* e€xnn

Thus

(1.14)

Clearly, there exists a parameterization T(E) = e' such that (1.14) is the solution of (1.12).

Example 1.2-3
It is easy to see that the group of translations in the plane

x* = x + E, }

y* = y,
(1.15)

is the solution of the Initial Value Problem (IVP)
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dx*
de. = 1,

dy*
de. = 0,

,= o. }
(1.16)

with X* = x, y* = y when

Remark 1.2-1

Arising from Theorem 1.2-1, from now on, without loss of generality, we assume that
a one-parameter (e.) Lie group of transformations is parameterized such that its law of
composition ¢(a, b) = a + b so that cl = -e. and e. = ° is the neutral element. Thus
in terms of its infinitesimals e(x), the one-parameter Lie group of transformations (1.1)
becomes

dx* = e(x*)

,= 0 }
de. (1.17)

with z" = x at
0

Definition 1.2-2
The infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter group of transformations (1.1) is the
operator

v = V(x) e(x)·V'

(
a a a )

e(x)· s: '-a ""'-aXl X2 Xn
n at; ei (:t) aXi ' (1.18)

where V' is the gradient operator

V' = (-aa '-aa , ... , aa ) .Xl X2 Xn

For a differentiable function

we have

n aF(x)
VF(X)=t;ei(X) aXi . o
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The concept of infinitesimal generator may be used to find the explicit solution of IVP
(1.12). This follows from the theorem below.

Theorem 1.2-2

The one-parameter Lie group of transformations (1.1) is equivalent to

x*

(1.19)

where the operator V = V(x) is defined by (1.13) and

v' = VVk-1, k = 1,2, ...

with Vox _ x. 0

For proof, see Bluman and Kumei [1].
The transformation (1.19) above is called a Lie Series.

The summary below illustrates the connection between a Lie group, its infinitesimal trans-
formations and its infinitesimal generator.

Start with a Lie Group

X : D x R ----t D, D ~ Rn
(x, E) f-----t x* = X(X, E)

and

(i) X(x,O) = x Vx ED,

(ii) X(X(X, E), J = X(X, E + J), Vx E D, E, J E R.

whose infinitesimal transformation can be found as

----t R"
t
~(X) = ax~:,E) It=o .x f-----t
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Then for a differentiable function F(x) = F(Xl,X2' ... ,Xn),

t
F(x) = (F1(x), F2(x), ... , Fn(x)),

we have the infinitesimal generator of the group

V: DxC<Xl(D,Rm)
t t
(x, F)

---+ Rm
t

r---+ VF(x) = ~ei(X)a:~~).
(1.20)

o
The example below illustrates how to find explicitly a one-parameter Lie group of trans-
formation from its infinitesimal transformation.

Example 1.2-4

Find explicitly a one-parameter Lie group of transformations whose infinitesimal generator
IS

a aV=y--x-.
Ox oy

By Theorem 1.2-2, the one-parameter Lie groups will be of the form

x*

(1.21)

y*

Let the infinitesimal for (1.21) be

e(x) = (el(x,y),6(x,y)) = (e(x,y),ry(x,y)).

From (1.15) it is clear that

e(x, y) = y and ry(x, y) = -x.

We now need to find Vkx and Vky, k = 1,2, .... It can easily be established that

V4n v4n-l V4n-2 V4n-3 1 2x = x, x = -y, x = -x, x = y, n = , , ... (1.22)
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From (1.22) and (1.21)1, we have

x*
00 tk

Ek!Vkx

t2 t4 t3 t5

(1- 2! + 4! + ...)x + (t- 3! + 5! + ... )y
x COS t + y sin e.

Similarly from (1.23) and (1.21h we have

y* = -x sin t + y COS e.

o
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1.3 Extended Transformations (Prolongations)

Lie groups, and hence their infinitesimal generators, can be naturally extended or "pro-
longed" to act not only on the space of independent and dependent variables but also
derivatives of the dependent variables up to any finite order.

In this section we consider separately, the cases of prolongations of Lie groups of trans-
formations with one independent variable x and one dependent variably Y; and that of
Lie groups of transformations with n independent variables x = (Xl, X2, ... , xn) and one
dependent variable u, where u = u( x). Key results will be stated for cases of m dependent
variables, where m 2: 2.

1.3.1 One dependent and one independent variable

In studying the invariance of a k-th order ordinary differential equation, with x and Y as
independent and dependent variables respectively, we will aim to find one-parameter Lie
groups of transformations admitted by the ODE. Such groups of transformations will be
of the form

x* X((x, y); E) }Y((x, y); E)
(1.24)

y*

Let

dky
k = 1,2, ....Yk = dx':'

The task here is extending the transformations (1.24) acting on the (x, y)-space to the
(x, y, Yl, ... , Yk)-space. To do this we first demand that (1.24) preserve the contact con-
ditions relating the differentials dx, dy, dYl, ... , dYk, i.e.

(1.25)

Under the action of the group (1.24) the transformed derivatives are defined by
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d * * d *Yk = Yk+l X . (1.26)

Using (1.25) and (1.26) it is easy to show that in particular,

oY(x, c) oY(X, c)
Ox + Yl OY

Y; = Yi(X, y, Y1; C) = -:=::a--=-cx::-:-(X-,--'C),.------,a:::-::x:-=-(~X-,C--:-)'

oX + Yl OY

(1.27)

The result in (1.27) is formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.3-1

The Lie group of transformations (1.24) acting on (x, y)-space extends to the following
one-parameter Lie group of transformations acting on (x, y, Yl)-space:

y*

X(x, Y; c), )
Y(x, Y; c),

Yi(X,y,Yl;C),

(1.28)

x*

where Yi (x, y, Yl; c) is given by (1.27). D

The next two theorems are useful in finding the second, and in general, k-th extensions
of (1.24) with k ~ 2.

Theorem 1.3-2

The Lie group of transformations (1.24) extends to its second extension which is the
following one-parameter Lie group of transformations acting on (x, y, Yl, Y2)-space:

x* X(x, Y; c),
y* Y(x, Y; c),
Y; Yi(X,Y,Yl;C),

aYi aYi aY1
-+Yl-+Y2-ax oY OYI
ax(x, c) ax(x, c) ,

ax + u, oY

(1.29)
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where 11 = Y1(X, Y, Yl; f) as defined in (1.27). o

Theorem 1.3-3

The Lie group of transformations (1.24) extends to its k-th extension, k 2: 2, which is the
following one-parameter Lie group of transformations acting on (x, Y, Yl, Y2, ... , Yk)-space:

x* X(x, Y; f),
y* Y(x, Y; f),
Y; l1(X'Y'Yl;f),

aYk-1 aYk-1 ah-l-~- + vi=z:': + ... + Yk-~-
uX uY UYk-l

aX(x, f) aX(x, f)
ax + Yl ay

(1.30)

o
Now we consider the following example of prolongations.

Example 1.3-1

A scaling group

y*

X(x, Y; f) = etx, }

Y(x, Y; f) = e2ty,
(1.31)

x*

has as its first extension

and the second extension as, see (1.29),

yi =

By (1.30) the k-th extension is

* _ v:( .' ) _ (2-i)t .Yi - i ; X,y,Yl,Y2, .. ·,y"f - e Y" i=1,2, ... ,k. (1.32)
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By definition 1.1-4, the k-th prolongation (1.32) is also a Lie group of transformations.
To verify this we observe that

'-'('-'(x y.' c). 5:) - ,/.(y*. 5:) - e(2-i)(€+<l)y. - '-'(x y.' c + 5:)i ; Li ,t, L ,U -.Iii' U - t - 1i ,t, L U, ...

and all the other conditions of Definition 1.1-4 are satisfied. Thus the study of extended
Lie groups of transformations reduces to the study of infinitesimal transformations. Con-
sequently we need to determine an explicit algorithm to find extended infinitesimal trans-
formations and the corresponding infinitesimal generators.

We consider the one-parameter Lie group of transformations

x* x (x, u: E) = X + E~ ( x, y) + 0( E2), }

Y (x, y; E) = Y + E17( x, y) + O( E2),
(1.33)

y*

whose infinitesimal is

~(x) = (~(X,Y),17(X,y)), (1.34)

with corresponding infinitesimal generator

(1.35)

The k-th extension of (1.33) is given by

y*

x (x, y; E) = X + E~ ( x, y) + 0( E2),

Y(x, y; E) = Y + E17(X, y) + O(E2),

Y1(x, y, Yl; E) = Yl + E17(l)(X, y, Yl) + O(E2),
(1.36)

x*

The k-th extended infinitesimal of (1.34) will be

with corresponding k-th extended infinitesimal generator
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V(k) t() f} ( ) o (1) ( ) o':, X, Y ~ + "1 X, Y ~ + "1 X, Y, Y1 ~ + ...
uX UY UY1

(k) f}
+ "1 (X,y,Yl,""Yk)~, k = 1,2, ...

UYk

We use the next theorem to evaluate "1(1), "1(2), ... , "1(k).

Theorem 1.3-4

(k) _ D"1(k-l) _ D~( X, y)
"1 (X,Y,Y1"",Yk)- Dx Yk Dx ' k=1,2,... (1.37)

where "1(0) = "1(x, y) and the total derivative operator

D f} o e f}

D =~+Yl~+Y2~+···+Yn+l~+'"X ox uy UY1 UYn
(1.38)

o
We now find the extended infinitesimal in the next example.

Example 1.3-2

The rotation group

y*

x (x, Y i c:) = x cos c: + Y sin c:, }

Y(x, Yi c) = -x sin c: + Y cos c:,
(1.39)

x*

whose infinitesimal

~(x) = (~(X,Y),"1(X,y)) = (y,-x),

has its first extension as

(1.40)

Using (1.37) and (1.38) we have

D"10 D~(x, y)
--Yl
Dx Dx
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Thus (1.40) now becomes

Similarly

D'TJ(1) De(x, y)
---Y2

Dx Dx

a'TJ(1 ) a'TJ(1) a'TJ(1) [ a e(x , y) a e(x, y) 1
-~- + Yl-~- + Y2-~- - Y2 ~ + Yl ~
ox uy UYl ox uy

Y2 - 3EYIY2.
o

The case of extended transformations and infinitesimal transformations involving one
dependent and n independent variables is considered next.

1.3.2 One dependent and n independent variables

In the case of n independent variables, the one-parameter group of transformations (1.33)
takes the form

x*1 Xi(X,UjE)=Xi+Eei(X,U)+0(E2
), }

U(x, Uj E) = U + E'TJ(X, U) + 0(E2),
(1.41)

U*

i= 1,2, ... , n.

The infinitesimal generator in this case is

a av = ei(X, u)~ + 'TJ(x, u)!:l
UXi uU

and the k-th extension of (1.41) is given by

xi Xi(X,UjE) = Xi + Eei(X,U) +0(E2),

U * U (X, U j E) = U + E'TJ( X, U) + 0((2) ,

U*
1 (1.42)

Uiji2 ik(X, U, Ul, U2,···, Uk)

Uiji2 ik + E'TJf~!2...ik(X, U, Ul,···, Uk) + 0(E2),
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where

2 1,2, ... , n,

2>. 1,2, ... ,n for ).=1,2, ... ,k,

the set of coordinates corresponding to all k- th order
partial derivatives of u w.r.t. x.

The k-th extension of the infinitesimal is

and the corresponding k-th extended infinitesimal generator is

V(k) c ( ) a ( ) a (1)( ) a
<"i x,u ~+TJ X,U ~+TJi X,U,U1 ~+ ...

UXi _ uU UUi

(k) a
+TJ-' . k = 1,2, ...

'1'2···'k au' .
'1 '2 ""k

The theorem below gives explicit formulae for the extended infinitesimals.

Theorem 1.3-5

(1)
TJi

(1.43)

where

i>.=1,2, ... ,n for )'=1,2, ... ,k with k=2,3, ... ,

and

o
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We remark here that the concept of transformations and extended infinitesimal trans-
formations can easily be further extended to the situation of m dependent variables
u = (U1,U2, ... ,um) and n independent variables x = (Xl,X2, ... ,Xn) where u = u(x)
and m :2:2.
Details can be found in Blurnan and Kumei [1] and P. J. Olver [2].
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1.4 Applications of Lie Groups to the Solutions of
Partial Differential Equations

Lie pioneered the use of continuous groups of transformations in the study of symmetry
properties of ODEs and PDEs with a view to their solutions. The basic idea in Lie's
theory is to find groups whose elements transform solutions of a system of differential
equations to other solutions of the system. Such are groups with respect to which the set
of solutions of the system is invariant. We present, in this section, a brief summary of
how to find a one-parameter Lie group of transformations admitted by Partial Differential
Equations. For details see [1] and [2].

First we give the following definitions of invariant functions and invariant surfaces then
state, without proofs, related theorems. From now on we make the assumption:

is infinitely differentiable.

Definition 1.4-3

A curve F(x, y) = 0 is an invariant curve for (1.33) iff

F(x*, y*) = 0 when F(x, y) = O.

o
The next two theorems give the definitions of invariant curves and surfaces in relation to
a given infinitesimal generator.

Theorem 1.4-1

A surface written in a solved form F(x) = Xn - f(Xl,X2, ... ,Xn-l) = 0 is an invariant
surface for (1.33) with (1.35) iff

V F(x) = 0 when F(x) = o. (1.44)

o
Theorem 1.4-2

A curve written in a solved form F(x,y) = y - f(x) = 0, is an invariant curve for (1.33)
iff

VF(x,y) = "l(x,y) - f(x,y)f'(x) = 0 }

when F(x,y)=y-f(x)=O,
(1.45)

i.e. iff
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T/(x, f(x)) - ~(x, f(x)f'(x)) = o.
o

Definition 1.4-1

A function F(x) is an invariant function of the Lie group of transformations (1.1) iff for
any group transformation (1.1)

F(x*) == F(x).

o
Definition 1.4-2

A surface F(x) = 0 is an invariant surface for (1.1) iff F(x*) = 0 when F(x) = o. 0

Definition 1.4-3

A curve F( x, y) = 0 is an invariant curve for a one-parameter Lie group of transformations
(1.33) iff

F(x*, y*) = 0 when F(x, y) = o.
o

As a result of Theorems 1.4-1 and 1.4-2 we can find the invariant surface of a given Lie
group of transformations by solving (1.44). This is illustrated in the example below.

Example 1.4-1

Consider the scaling group

X*
(1.46)

y*

whose infinitesimal generator is

A ray y - AX = 0, x > 0, A = constant, is an invariant curve for (1.46) since

V(y - AX) = y - AX = 0 when y - AX = o.
But a parabola
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y - AX2 = 0, A = constant,

is not an invariant curve for (1.46) since

We now introduce the notion of the invariance of a PDE. Let a k-th order PDE be
represented by

(1.47)

where x = (Xl, X2, ... ,xn) denotes ti independent variables, Uj denotes the set of coordi-
nates corresponding to all j-th order partial derivatives of U w.r.t. x. Thus

(1.48)

with ij = 1,2, ... ,n for j = 1,2, ... ,k.

It is worth pointing out that in terms of the coordinates

equation (1.47) becomes an algebraic equation which defines a hypersurface in

The definition of the invariance of a PDE (1.47) follows. We assume that the PDE (1.47)
can be written in solved form in terms of some A-th order partial derivative of U as:

(1.49)
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Definition 1.4-4

The one-parameter Lie group of transformations

x* X(x, U; E), }
U(X, U; E),

(1.50)
U*

leaves PDE (1.47) invariant iff its k-th extension, defined by (1.41) and (1.42), leaves the
surface (1.47) invariant.

It is generally known, see Bluman and Kumei [1], that for any solution

U = B(x)

of PDE (1.47), the equation

defines a solution surface which lies on the surface (1.47).

The theorem below gives the infinitesimal criterion for invariance of a PDE.

Theorem 1.4-3

Let the infinitesimal generator of (1.50) be

f) f)
V = ~i(X, u)~ + 17(X, u)~UXi uU

(1.51)

and let the k-th extended infinitesimal generator of (1.51) be

where 17f1) and 17;;L.ij are given by (1.43) in terms of (~(x, u), 17(X, u)). [~(x, u) denotes
(6(x, u), 6(x, u), ... , ~n(x, u))].
Then (1.50) is admitted by PDE (1.47) if and only if

V(k) F(x, U, Ul, U2, ... , Uk) = 0 when F(x, u, Ul,···, Uk) = O. (1.52)

o
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The next example (1.4-2) illustrates how to find the Lie groups of transformations admit-
ted by Partial Differential Equations.

Example 1.4-2

Let us now find the Lie groups of transformations admitted by the PDE

(1.53)

where u = u(t,x), f: R -t R, f E C2, I' =1=0, f> O.

This example has been discussed in detail in [2]. Equation (1.53) can be written as

Utt = j'(u)u; + f(u)uxx. (1.54 )

Using the notations Ut = Ul, Ux = U2, Utt = U11, Utx = Uxt = U12, Uxx = U22 and f(u) = f
(1.54) now becomes

(1.55)

The required Lie groups of transformations will be of the form

t* = T(t, x, u; E), x" = X(t, x, u; E), U* = U(t, x, u; E), (1.56)

with the corresponding infinitesimals

1:( ) = etu, x, u, €) I B( ) = [}X(t, x, u, €) I ( ) = [}U(t, x, u, €) I':. t,x,u [} ,t,x,u :::l ,r; t,x,u :::l •c: ,=0 u€ ,=0 uc: ,=0 -

Prolongations of (1.56) with n = 2 will be of the form

Ui U1(t,X,U,Ul,U2,€),
u; U2(t, x, u, Ul, U2, c:),
Uil U11(t, X, U, Ul, U2, U11, U12, U22, c:),
ui2 U12( ),
U;2 U22( .....• ).

The infinitesimal generator of (1.56) is

[} [} - [}
V = ~(t, x, u) at + ()(t, x, u) ax + r;(t, x, u) au

with the once and twice extended generators respectively as
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(1) _ (1)( ) a (1)( ) av - V+TJ1 t,X,U,U1,U2 ~+TJ2 ~
UU1 UU2

and

V(l) (2)( ) a (2) a
+ TJl1 t, X, U, UI, U2, Ull, U12, U22 ~ + TJ12 ( )--

. ~ UUll OU12
(2)( ) U+TJ22 ~,

UU22

where TJF), TJ~l), TJg) and TJg) are known functions of the derivatives of ~,(), TJ and the
U1, U2, Ul1, U12 and U22·

From (1.55)

By Theorem 1.4-3

(1.57)

From (1.43) with Xl = t, X2 = X, 6 = ~ and 6 = ()we have

TJ~l) TJx + [TJu - ()x]U2 - ~xU1 - ()u(UZ)2 - ~uUIU2'

TJg) TJt2 + [2TJtu - ~t2]U1 - ()t2U2 + [TJu - 2~t]Ul1

-2()tU12 + [TJu2 - 2~tu](ud2 - 2()tuUIU2 - ~u2(U1?

-()u2(U1)2U2 - 3~uUIUll - ()uU2Ull - 2()uUIU12,

(2)
TJ22 TJx2 + [2TJxu - ()x2]U2 - ~x2 U1 + [TJu - 2()x]U22

-2~xUI2 + [TJu2 - 2()xu](U2)2 - 2~xuU1U2 - ()u2(U2)3

-~u2U1(U2)2 - 3()uU2U22 - ~uU1U22 - 2~uU2U12. (1.58)

Substituting (1.58) into (1.57) yields
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TJt2 - JTJx2
2f'~x + 2TJtu - ~t2 + J~X2

-2~d' + 2f'Bx - JTJU2 - J"TJ - l'n; - Bt2 - 2JBxu
2f'~u + 2J~xu - 2Btu

TJu2 -:- 2~tu
TJu - 2~t

f'Bu + 2JBx2 - JTJu2
2JBx - f'TJ - JTJu

J~x - Bt

Bu
~u

33

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

Remark 1.4-1

Since (1.58) has to be identically zero for all values of Ul, U2, Uu, U12, U22, ui, u~,
U1U2, ... , all coefficients of these terms must vanish and thus we end up with equations
(i) - (xi) above. 0

We shall only compute the groups which are true for arbitrary J.
From (x) and (xi), it is obvious that

~= ~(t,x) and B = B(t,x).

From (iv) and (ix),

~=~(t) and B=B(x).

From (v),

TJu2 = °
==::} TJu is a function of t, from (vi).
==::} TJ is linear in U and ~.

If we let

then for arbitrary J,

TJ = 0.

From (vii),

(1.59)

(1.60)
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j'Bu + 2fBx2 - fTJu2 = 0
==} 2fBx2 = 0
==} Bx2 = 0
==} B is also linear in x.

We can choose

(1.61)

Using (1.59) - (1.61) we can now determine the functions T, X and U in (1.56). Thus

~(t) = clt + C2, )

B ( x ) = C4 X + C5,

TJ(u) = 0,

(1.62)

where C2, C2, C3, C4 and C5 are arbitrary constants. The infinitesimal generators

a a a
V=~-+B-+TJ-at ax au

with (1.62) substituted becomes

. a a a
c.t at + 0 ax + 0 au'

a a a
C2 at + 0 ax + 0 au'

a a a
o at + C4

X ax + 0 au'
a a a

o at + C5 ax + 0 au·

(1.63)

We use the five generators Vi, 112,V3, V4 and V5 admitted by the PDE (1.53) to find the
Lie groups of transformations admitted by (1.53).

The systems resulting from (1.63) are:

Vi:
dt(t)
~ = Clt(t),

dx( t)
---;;;-= 0,

du( e)
---;;;-= 0,

t(O) = t,

x(O) = x,

u(O) = u.
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which gives the group

*u = u. (1.64 )

Similarly

V2 : t* t + EC2, x* = x, u* = U,

)113 : t* t, x* = xeC4t
, U* = u,

114 : r t, x* = x + EC5, U* = U.

(1.65)

o

Remark 1.4-2

Since the constants Cl, C2, C4 and C5 are arbitrary the 4-parameter Lie groups of transfor-
mations (1.65) acting on (t, x, u)-space admitted by equation (1.53) are nontrivial. 0



Chapter 2

Stability of Lie Groups

Source [1] N.Kh. Ibragimov, V.A. Baikov and R.K. Gazizo, Approximate Symmetries,

Matern. Sbornik, TOM 136(178) (1988). Vip. 3 (in Russian).

English translation, Math, USSR Sbornik, Vol. 64 (1989) No.2 (427-441).

The theory of stability of Lie Groups, the study of which this chapter is devoted to, was
started by N.Kh. Ibragimov [1] around 1988. He was a student of L.V. Ovsyannikov who
had mentioned it as early as the 1960's. Ibragimov's theory was developed for approximate
group analysis of differential equations with a small parameter (E). The theory, however,
is valid even for large parameters (E), and this makes the term "approximate" in the title
[1] inappropriate. This fact was noticed by E.E. Rosinger and brought to the attention
of N.Kh. Ibragimov, who concurred with the appropriateness of the new, better name
((Stability of Lie Groups" or "Stabilitu of Symmetries".

2.1 Introduction

Families of differential equations (depending on arbitrary parameters or functions) can be
classified according to their symmetry groups i.e. given a Lie group of transformations

z" = X(x, E), (2.1 )

where (2.1) is as in equation (l.1) of Chapter 1, we can use the infinitesimal methods to
determine which types of differential equations admit the group.

Unfortunately, any small pertubation of an equation disturbs the groups admitted by
that equation and this reduces the practical value of the equation and of group theoretic
methods in general. There is a need, therefore, to work out group analysis methods that

36
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are stable under small, or eventually, a class of more arbitrary perturbations of the dif-
ferential equations involved. This fact is illustrated in example 2.1-1 below.

Example 2.1-1

Consider the linear non-homogeneous O.D.E.

y' + p(x)y = g(x) (2.2)

which admits the one-parameter (a) Lie group of transformations

x* x,

a E R, }
(2.3)

y* y+au(x),

where u( x) is a particular solution of the associated homogeneous equation

u' + p(x)u = o.

If we let

p(x, E) = xf
-
1, X E (0,00), E E R, (2.4)

with

1
p(x,O) = -,

x
(2.5)

then

and

1
u(x,O) = -.

x

Putting (2.4), (2.5) into (2.2) we have the following unperturbed and perturbed equations
respecti vely:

, 1
y +-y

x
g(x), XE(O,oo), (2.6)

g(x), EER. (2.7)
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It is easy to see that the groups admitted by the unperturbed equation (2.6) are:

x* x,

XE(O,oo). }
(2.8)

y*
a

y + -, a E R,
x

and those admitted by the perturbed equation (2.7) are:

x*e x,

'of O. }
(2.9)

Remark 2.1-1

It is worth pointing out here that the variation between groups (2.9) and (2.8) admitted
by equations (2.7) (perturbed) and (2.6) (unperturbed), respectively, is quite large despite
the fact that the perturbation may be small. To see this we observe that

*~ *Yt r=r Y as

although

equation (2.7) --+ equation (2.6) as E --+ O.

Notation 2.1-1

The following notation is used throughout this chapter and subsequent chapters, unless
otherwise stated:

Z = (Zl, Z2, ... , zN) is the independent variable.

E is a parameter.

Bp(z, E) denotes an infinitesimally small function of order

Bp(z, E) = O(EP).
v > 0, i.e.

Assumptions 2.1-1

We make the following assumptions from now on:

(a) All functions are jointly analytic in their arguments.

(b) :3 constant c > 0 such that IBp(z, E) I :::; CIElp+l, with c independent of z and E when z
is bounded.
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(c) The approximate equality f ~ 9 means the equality f( z, e) = g( z, c) + O( f.P) for some
fixed value of p '2: o.

Theorem 2.1-1
Suppose the functions f(z, f.) and ](z, f.) are analytic in the neighbourhood of the point
(zo, 0) and satisfy the condition

j(z, f.) = f(z, e) + O(f.P). (2.10)

Let z = z(t, f.) and z = z(t, f.) be the respective solutions of the problems

dz
dt = f(z, f.), zlt=o = a(f.),

and

dz -
dt = f(z, f.), Zlt=o = a( f.),

where a(O) = a(O) = zo and

then

z (t, f.) = Z ( t, f.) + 0( f.P) ,

i.e. z(t, f.) and z(t, f.) coincide to within O(f.P).

(2.11)

o

We now consider the approximate Cauchy problem

dz }~ f(z, f.),
dt

zlt=o ~ a( f.),
(2.12)

where (2.12) is understood to be a family of differential equations

dz
dt

zlt=o

](z, f.) with j(z, f.) ~ f(z, e), }

a( f.) with a( e) ~ a( f.),
(2.13)

i.e. ](z, f.) = f(z, f.) + O(f.P) and a(f.) = a(f.) + O(f.P).
By Theorem 2.1-1, the solution of the approximate Cauchy problem (2.12) coincides with
the solution of (2.13) to within O(f.P).
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2.2 One-Parameter Approximate Groups

The definition of one-parameter approximate groups takes the form of that of one-
parameter groups but with the exact equalities replaces by approximate equalities with
the meaning of f ~ 9 as in Notation 2.1-1.

Definition 2.2-1

The transformations

z* ~ f(z,E,a), (2.14)

where

f : eNx I x R ---t <", 0 E I < R
(z,E,a) I-------t z" ~ 1(z,E,a),

form an approximate one-parameter group w. r. t. a if

1(z, E, 0) ~ z , (2.15)

1(1(z, E, a), E, b) ~ 1(z, E, a + b), (2.16)

and

1(z,E,a) ~ z Vz ===} a = O. (2.17)

o
Next we give an approximate Lie Theorem.

Theorem 2.2-1

Suppose that the transformations (2.14) form an approximate group with the infinitesimal

Then the function f (z, E, a) satisfies

Of(z,E,a) (( ))oa ~ e f Z, E, a ,E .
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o
The next theorem is a converse of Theorem 2.2-1.

Theorem 2.2-2

For any (smooth) function ~(z, e), the solution (2.14) of the approximate Cauchy problem

dz* }da ~ ~(z*, c:),

z* I ~ z,
a=O

(2.18)

determines an approximate one-parameter group with group parameter a. o

Remark 2.2-1

Equation (2.18h will be called the approximate Lie equation.
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2.3 Constructing an Approximate Group

This section contains a brief summary of how to construct an approximate group from
a given infinitesimal generator. It is worth pointing out that by Theorem 2.2-2, it suf-
fices to solve the approximate Lie equation (2.18) since its solution (2.14) determines an
approximate one-parameter group. We show how to solve the approximate Lie equation
(2.18).

First, let us consider the case of p = 1.

The task is to find the approximate group of transformations

(2.19)

determined by the infinitesimal generator

(2.20)

The problem restated is: Can we find (2.19) when (2.20) is known?

From (2.19) we get the corresponding approximate Lie equation

dz*
da

d
~ da (fo(z, a) + Efl(z, a))

eo(fo + Efl) + E6 (fo + Efl) + O( E).

Thus

(2.21 )

For E = 0 we have

dfo
da = eo(fo),

and equation (2.21) now becomes

(2.22)

Taking the Taylor series of eo(fo + Eft) and el 'J« + Eft), we write equation (2.22) in the
form .
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where eb is the derivative of eo.
Dividing (2.23) by E gives

df1 elf () I O(E)
-d = <'0 1 + e1 fa + Eed1 + -.a E

Taking the limit as E -t 0, we have

dh I ( ( )da = e1 fa)f1 + e1 fa . (2.24)

The initial condition (2.18)z gives

fala=a = Z, f1la=a = O.

From equations (2.22), (2.24) and (2.25) we have the exact Cauchy problem

(2.25)

dfa
da
df1
da

(2.26)

with the initial conditions

fala=a = z, hla=a = O. (2.27)

Thus by Theorem 2.2-2, to construct the approximate group (2.19), to within O(E) from
the given infinitesimal generator (2.20), it suffices to solve the exact Cauchy problem
(2.26).

The concept will be understood better after the following examples.

Example 2.3-1

Given that N = 1, construct an approximate group of transformations

x" ~ fa(x,a) + E!l(x,a)

determined by the infinitesimal generator
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(2.28)

Comparing (2.28) and (2.20) with z = x, we have

~O(x, a) = 0fa (x , a) I = 1
oa a=O

6(x, a) = oh(x,a) I =X.
Ba a=O

From (2.26) and (2.27) we have

dfo
da

===} fo(x, a) -
===} fo(x, a) -

= ~0(J0) = 1

a + c and by (2.25),
a + x.

c = x.

Also

df1
da = ~~(fo)h + 6 (fa), fola=o = x, hla=o = 0

- 0 + 6 (fa) = fa = a + x

( 1 2
===} f1 x,a) ax + 2"a .

Example 2.3-2

We now construct the approximate group of transformations

x* ~ fJ(x, y, a) + EJf(X, u, a), }

y* ~ f6(x, y, a) + ER(x, y, a),
(2.29)

determined by the operator

(2.30)

in the (x,y)-plane.

Here N = 2, ~o = (1,0) and 6 = (x2,xy). Thus
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1, ~6(fJ) = 0,

~t(fJ ) (fJ)2 and ~i(fJ) = fJ fJ·

Thus the exact Cauchy problem (2.26) now becomes

dfJ
da

dfJ
da

dJf
da

dR
da

o~~~J)fll + ~i(f~) = ° + ~i(f~) = (f~)2,

o~6(fJ)f; + ~~(f5)= ° + ~~(f5) = f5f5oy ,

(2.31 )

1,

0,

with the initial conditions

f~la=O = x, f5la=o = y, ffla=O = 0, f;la=o = 0.

Solving (2.31) we get

(2.32)

a + x,
y,

Thus the approximate group of transformations (2.29) now becomes

(2.33)

The method of constructing an approximate group to within O(t) (i.e. when p = 1)
discussed above may easily be extended to the case when p is arbitrary (i.e. to within
O(tP)). We only give a brief summary. See [1J for the detail.

The aim is to construct the approximate group of transformations

(2.34)
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determined by the infinitesimal generator

By Theorem 2.2-2, (2.34) is determined by the corresponding approximate Lie equation

which is equivalent to solving the exact Cauchy problem

dfo
da

(2.35)

dfi
da

( ) ~ ~ 1 (0") ( ) '"~i fa +.I....J .I....J I~i-j fa .I....J f(v) ,
j=l 10"1=1CT. Ivl=j

i = 1, ... ,p, (2.36)

under the initial conditions

fola=o = z, fila=o = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,p, (2.37)

where

CT (CT1' CT2, •.. , CTN) is a multi-index,
ICTI CTl+CT2+ ... +CTN,

CT! CTl!CT2! ••. CTN!,

and the indices CT1, CT2, ..• ,CTN run from 0 to p.

v = V(CT) = (VI, lI2, ••• , lIN) is a multi-index associated with the multi-index CT in such a
way that if the index CTs in CT is equal to zero, then the corresponding index lis is absent
in i/, and each of the remaining indices lIk takes values from CTk to p; for example, for

we have that
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For i = 1 equation (2.36) becomes

(2.38)

Remark 2.3-1

We remark here that since i
disappears, leaving

1, we have j 1 and the first summation in (2.36)

(2.39)

The condition 10'1 = 1 implies that the possible values of 0' are

(1,0,0, ... ,0), (0,1, ... ,0), (0,0,1, ... ,0), ... , (0,0, ... ,0,1),

from whence

Thus

and

It is now easy to see that (2.36) becomes (2.38) for i = 1. Similarly, for i = 2 equation
(2.36) becomes

Example 2.3-3

We construct the approximate group to within 0(';2) determined by the operator (2.30)
in Example 2.3-2.

The approximate group is of the form
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x* ~ fJ(x, v: a) + Eff(x, y; a) + E
2R(x, y; a), }

y* ~ f'5(x, y, a) + ER(x, y, a) + E2 fi(x, y, a).
(2.41 )

We only need to find fi and fi since fJ, ff, f'5 and R are known from Example 2.3-2.

Observe here that

N = 2, Z = (Zl,z2) = (x,y), fk = UI,fn, k = 0,1,2,

~o=(l,O), ~1=(X2,xy) and ~e=O for £>2.

By (2.40),

dR o~6UJ)f1 + o~6UJ)f2 +
da ox 2 oy 2

+~ [02~6UJ) f1f1 + 02~6UJ) f1f2 + 02~6UJ) f2p + o2~6UJ) f2f2]
2 oxox 1 1 oxoy 1 1 oyox 1 1 oyoy 1 1

+ o~~UJ) ff + o~~UJ) f; + ~~U~)
x y .

1o + 0 + 2" [0] + 2f~ ff + 0 + 0

2f~ ff . (2.42)

Similarly

dfi _ t2f1 + t1f2da - JO 1 Jo 1· (2.43)

The exact Cauchy problem (2.26) now becomes (2.31) and (2.42) - (2.43), with the initial
conditions (2.32) and

f11 - f2
1 -02 a=O - 2 a=O - .

Solving (2.42) and (2.43) we get

fi 32223242325x a + -x a + -xa + -xa +-a
3 3 3 15

2 2 5 3 5 4X ya + (jxya + 24 ya .and fi
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Thus (2.41) now becomes

a3 2 2

)
x* rv X + a + c:(x2a + xa2 + -) + c:2(x3a2 + -x(a4 + a3

) + _as),rv

a 3 15 (2.44)
a2

2 2 2 5 3 5 4y* rv y+c:(xya+y-)+c: (x ya +-xya +-a y).rv

2 6 24

For further clarification of (2.36) we write out the equations for i = 3 and i = 4:

(2.45)

(2.46)

We wish to point out here that equations (2.45), (2.46) can be simplified further, depend-
ing on the form of the vector f. In particular, in Example 2.3-3,

~~cr) (fo) = dcr
) (fo) = 0 Vf 2 2,

so only terms with i - j = 1 will be present on the right-hand side of (2.36). Thus

n
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dIi
da

(2.47)

Equation (2.47) above can be simplified even further as illustrated in the following exam-
ple.

Example 2.3-4

We compute the approximate group of transformations of order EP generated by the op-
erator (2.28) in Example 2.3-1. Here

~o = 1, 6 = x and ~l = 0 Vf;::: 2.

By (2.40), (2.45) and (2.46) we have

dfz 06(fo) I - I
da ox 1 - 1,

In this case we see that (2.36) actually simplifies to

dIi
da = Ii-I, i = 1, ... ,p, (2.48)

under the initial conditions (2.37). From (2.48) we have

and the corresponding approximate group of transformation required is

P ai
( a).z" ~ L~ x + -.-1 c:'.

i=O 2. Z +



Chapter 3

The Lie Groups of
Utt + EUt == [f(x, u)ux]x

Sources: [1] N.Kh. Ibragimovet al, Approximate Symmetries, Math. USSR Sbornik,
Vol. 64 (1989), No.2, pp. 427-440.

[2] W.F. Ames, R.J. Lohner and E. Adams, Group properties of Utt =
[j(u)uxlx, Int. J. Nonlinear Mech., Vol. 16 (1981), No. 5/6, pp. 439-
447.

[3] M. Torrisi and A. Valenti, Group properties and invariant solutions for
infinitesimal transformation of a non-linear wave equation, Int. J. Non-
linear Mechanics, Vol. 20 (1985), No.3, pp. 135-144.

[4] N.Kh. Ibragimov and E.E. Rosinger, Approximate Groups; a jet based
global representation, Proceedings of the VI-th International Conference
on Modern Group Analysis, Johannesburg, January 1996.

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study the properties of the exact Lie groups and algebras associated
with the nonlinear wave equation

Utt + eu, = [j(x, u)uxlx, f E C2(R x R), f > 0, i-: =1=0. (3.1 )

First we consider the unperturbed equation Utt = [j(x, u)uxlx and then the perturbed
equation Utt + cu; = [j(x,u)uxlx.

51
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Notations 3.1
The following notations will be used throughout this chapter unless otherwise stated.

(i) A one-parameter Lie Group of transformations acting on (t, x, u) - space will be
denoted by

t* = T(t, x, u; a), )

x* = X(t, x, u; a),

u* = U(t,x,u;a),

(3.2)

where a is the group parameter.

(ii) The infinitesimal generator

a a a
y = ~(t, x, u) at + B(t, x, u) ax + TI(t, x, u) au

will have as its once and twice extended generators

(2) a (2) a+ Tl12( ... )~ + TIn ( ... )~,
UU12 uUn

(3.3)

where
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3.2 Properties of the Lie Groups of the Nonlinear
Wave Equation Utt == [1(x, U )ux]x

The properties of Lie groups and algebras associated with the non-linear wave equation
of the form

F == Utt - [j(x, U)Ux]Ux = 0, f E C2(R x R), f > 0, I; =I 0, (3.5)

have been studied in detail in [3]. It is worth pointing out that some of the assumptions
made in [3] when solving for the infinitesimals are unnecessary since the conditions present
themselves naturally. We now give a brief discussion of the derivation of the infinitesimal
transformation group for equation (3.5). Here we shall present the appropriate general
version of the computation of the respective Lie groups and algebras.

Using notations (3.4), equation (3.5) becomes

(3.6)

For the group of (3.5), the infinitesimal generator and consequently the once and twice
extended infinitesimal generators will be as in (3.3). The invariance condition

V(2)F == ° when F = 0,

where F is given by (3.6), implies

° -17xfx - 17xxf + 17tt

+ Ul [~xfx + ~xxf + 217tu - ~tt]

+ U2[-17fxu - Bfxx - 217xfu + Bxfx - 217xuf + Bxxf - Btt - 2~dx]

+ U'l u2[2~xfu - 2~ufx + 2~xuf - 2Btuf] + (Ul)2[17uu - 2~tu]

+ (U2)2[-17fuu - Bfxu - 217ufu + 2Bxfu -17uuf + 2Bxuf + 17ufu - 2~du]

- (Ud3~uu + (W2)3[Bufu + Buuf]- (Ut)2U2Buu + Ul(U2)2[~uuf - ~ufu]

+ U12[2~xf - 2Btl + U22[17fu + Bfx - 2Bxf + 2edl

(3.7)

where Uu has been eliminated by putting Uu = fxU2 + fu( U2)2 + fU22'
The coefficients of UIU22, U2U22, UIU12, (ud2U12 and (ud3 in (3.7) give the relation
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(3.8)

and then we get

(3.9)

from equation (3.7) and the coefficients of UIU2 and U12. Moreover, (3.7) and (3.8) together
with the coeffficients of (ud2 give the following:

~(t, x, u) = ~(t) = a(t), )

B(t, x, u) = B(x) = b( x ),

T](t,x,u) = c(t,x)u+d(t,x),

(3.10)

where a, b, c, d are arbitrary functions.

Considering (3.10) and the remaining independent conditions supplied by (3.7), we now
have the following:

-T]xfx - T]xxf + ttu 0, (3.11)

2T]tu - ~tt = 0, (3.12)

T]fu + Bfx - 2Bxf + 2~t! 0, (3.13)

0, (3.14)

-T]fu2 - Bfxu - n.]; + 2Bxfu - T]u2f + 2Bxuf - 2~t!u

Putting (3.10)' int~ (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) gives, respectively,

o. (3.15)

2ct - a"(t) = 0, (3.16)

(cu + d)fu + bfx - 2b'(x)f + 2a'(t)f O.

From (3.16) we have
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c(t,x) = ~a'(t) + e(x),

which in view of (3.10) implies

7](t, x, u) = (~a'(t) + e(x))u + d(t, x). (3.17)

Thus in general the infinitesimals of (3.5) will be of the form

e = a(t),

e = b(x),

7] = (~a'(t) + e(x))u + d(t,x).

(3.18)

For complete analysis of the Lie groups admitted by (3.5) it is necessary to consider the
case when f is arbitrary or other particular forms of f.

Case 1: f is arbitrary.
Since f is arbitrary, we can assume for instance that

f(x,u) = eAX+/.LU
,

:::}I; = f1eAX+Jl.U

A, f1 are constants }

and fx = AeAX+Jl.u.
(3.19)

Putting (3.19) into (3-)13) gives

nu] + b(X)Af + 2(a'(t) - b'(x))f = °
:::} 7]f1+ b(X)A + 2(a'(t) - b'(x)) = 0,

which is polynomial in f1 and A.
Separating the coefficients of f1, A and 1, respectively, gives

7] = 0, b(x) = ° and 2(a'(t) - b'(x)) = °
:::} a'(t) = ° :::} a(t) = ao = constant.
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Thus for arbitrary f we have the infinitesimals

~= ao, () = 0, 'TJ = O. (3.20)

o
The result in (3.20) suggests that a lot of symmetries may be lost in the case of general
f and hence the need to consider paricular forms of the function [, which we now discuss
below.
Putting (3.17) into (3.14) and (3.15) gives, respectively,

-((~a' + e)u + d)fxu - bfx2 - 2(e'u + dx)fu + b'fx - 2e'f + b"f - 2a'fx = 0, (3.21)

-(( ~a' + e)u + d)fu2 - bfxu - (la' + e)fu + 2b' i; - 2a' fu = O. (3.22)

Differentiating (3.21) and (3.22) with respect to u and x respectively gives

-(~a' + e)fxu - ((~a' + e)u + d)fxu2 - bfx2u - 2e'fu

- 2(e'u + dx)fu2 + b'fxu - 2e'fu + b"fu - 2a'fxu = 0,
(3.23)

-(e'u + dx)fu2 - ((la' + e)u + d)fxu2 - b'fxu - b'fx2u

- (~a' + e )fxu + 2b" I; + 2b' L; - 2a' L; = O.

Subtracting (3.24) from (3.23) gives
n

(3.24)

3e'(x)fu + (e'(x)u + dx(t,x))fu2 + b"(x)fu = O. (3.25)

We now consider (3.25) when fu2 = 0, and later the case when fu2 =J O.

Case 2: fu2 = O.
When fu2 = 0, then

(3.26)

Putting (3.26) into (3.25) yields
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3e'fu + b"fu = 0

~ b"(x)=-3e'(x), since fu =f. 0

~ b(x) = -3 J e(x)dx + kox + k1.

Substituting (3.26) into (3.27) gives

-(e'u + dx)(uf~(x) + n(x)) - (e"u + dxx)(ufl(X) + h(x)) = 0

~ e'f~(x)u2 + e'f~(x)u + dxf~(x)u + dxfHx)

+ e"JI(x)u2 + e"f2(x)U + dxxfl(X)U + dxxh(x) = o.

The coefficients of 1 give

dxf~(x) + dxxh(x) = o.
From (3.28) we have

dxx(t, x) . f~(x) ( )
d ( ) = -f2(X)' «, =f. 0, h x =f. 0,

x t, x

which on integration with respect to x yields

Substituting (3.29) into (3.13) we get

[(~a' + e)u + J ;:((~idxlJI(x) + b(x)(uf~(x) + f~(x))

- 2b'(x)(ufl(X) + h(x)) + 2a'(t)(ufl(X) + h(x)) = o.

57

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)
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From the coefficients of u we get

~a'(t) + 2a'(t) = -e(x) + 2b'(x) - b(x)f{(x).
2 I,(x)

Thus

8t(~a'(t) + 2a'(t)) = 0

~ a"(t) = 0
~ a(t) = k3t + k4. (3.31 )

Finally in case 2, we have

f(x,u) = Ufl(X)+ fz(x),

e = a (t) = k3 t + k4'

() = b(x) = 3 J e(x)dx + kox + kl'

k3 J k2(t)
'" = (2 + e(x))u + fz(x) dx.

(3.32)

o

Case 3: fu2 =I o.
When fu2 =I 0, (3.25) becomes

(e'u + dx);~ = -b"(x) - 3e'. (3.33)

Differentiation with respect to t yields

~ dxt(t, x) = 0 since

dx ( t, x) = g' (x )

d(t, x) = g(x) + h(t). (3.34)
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Also, differentiation with respect to u yields

(3.35)

o
The following cases arise from (3.35).

Case 3.1: e'(x) i= o.
Then (3.35) can be expressed as

e' + (e'u + dx)(fu3 _ fu2) = 0
fu2 I;

fu2 fu3 1 1
=} ---

fu fu2 dx- g'(x)·u+- u+--
e' e'

which on integration in u gives

ln j', -lnfu2 = In(u + g'(x)) + lncl(x)
e'

=} t = Cl ( X ) (u + g' ~~ ) ).

Further integration with respect to u yields

r:
Thus

f(x,u)

which is of the general form

g'(x) ,6(x)
f(x,u) = a(x)[u + -(-)l + A(X).

e' x
o (3.36)
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Case 3.2: e'(x) = O.
From (3.35) we have

dx(t)( fu3
_ fu2

) = 0,
fu2 t:

which further implies the following conditions:

(3.37)

Case 3.2.1: dx(t, x) = 0

dx(t, x) = 0 ::::}g'(x) = 0 ::::}g(x) = go = constant. }
(3.38)

e'(x) = 0 ::::}e(x) = eo = constant.

Using (3.18) and (3.38) in (3.10), we have

"l = (~a'(t) + eo)u + go + h(t) = 0

''It = ~a"(t)u + h'(t) = 0

n« = ~alll(t)u + h"(t) = 0

::::} a III ( t) = 0 ::::} (3.39)

and h"(t)=0 ::::} h(t)=hot+hl' (3.40)

From (3.25) we now have

b"(x)fu=O ::::} b(x)=box+bl.

Putting (3.38) - (3.41) into (3.18) gives

(3.41 )

ao 2e = a(t) = 2:t + alt + a2,

()= b(x) = boX + bl,

ao 1
"l = (2:t + 2' a I + eo) u + go + ho t + hI,

(3.42)

where ao, aI, a2, bo, bl, eo, go, ho and hI are constants. Putting (3.42) into (3.13) yields
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ao 1) ) i: ( )Ix(( '2t + 2a1 + eo u + go + hot + hl f + box + b, f = 2(bo - aot - ad· (3.44)

Differentiating (3.44) with respect to u gives

ao 1 lul ao 1 IIu2 - (fu)2
('2t + 2a1 + eo)y + (('2t + 2a1 + eo)u + go + hot + hd J2

+ (box + b1) Ixul P Ixlu = o.

Dividing throughout by lu/ I, we have

ao 1 ao 1 lu2 I;
'2t + 2a1 + eo+ (('2t + 2a1 + eo)u + go + hot + h1)(lu - f)

+ (box + b1)(7uU

- 7) = 0

(3.45)

from where the following conditions arise:

Case 3.2.1(i): I arbitrary, with

ao 1
('2t + 2a1 + eo)u + go + hot + hl = 0 and box + b1 = O. (3.46)

Separating the coefficients of u and 1 gives

(3.4 7)go+hot+hl=O =? ho=O, gO=-hl'

box + b1 = 0 =? bo = 0, b1 = o.
We get the infinitesimals (see (3.10))

~ = az, e = 0, rJ = 0 (3.48)
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by substituting (3.47) into (3.43), since al = O.

Case 3.2.1(ii):

(ao 1 ) h hOd fjxuu_ffx=o.2t + 2a1 + eo u + go + ot + 1 = an

It is easy to see that

lnfu -lnf = In>-(u) ~ ; = >-(u).

Integrating with respect to u yields

lnf= j>-(u)du+,(x)

~ f(x,u) = ,(x)ef>.(u)du.

Introducing (3.50) into (3.13) and using (3.39) gives

,'(x) ,
(box + bI) ,(x) = 2bo - 2a (t) = ko = constant.

Thus

2bo - 2a'(t) = ko ko
a(t) = (bo - 2)t + kl

and

,'( x) /(box+bd,(x) =ko ~ ,(x)=k2(box+bl)kObo.

In view of (3.53) and equations (3.11) - (3.15), f in (3.50) now takes the form

f(x,u) = c(u)(box + bI)2+ko/bo.

The following infinitesimals are immediate from (3.49) - (3.54):

ko
~=-2t+kI'

e = box + bI,

17 = O.
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(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51 )

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)
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Case 3.2.1(iii):

(3.56)

Differentiating (3.45) with respect to t gives

Further integration with respect to u yields

2ho
lnf = c(x)ln[d(x)(u+ -)J

ao

2ho ()f(x, u) = [d(x)(u + -)r x .
ao

(3.57)

o

Case 3.2.2:

(3.58)

=? Infu2=lnfu+lnq(x)

;: = q(x),

which can be integrated further to give
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lnfu = q(x)u + lnpl(x)

I; = Pl(x)eq(x)u

f = Pl(X) eq(x)u + w(x)
q(x)

=? f(x, u) = p(x)eq(x)u + w(x). (3.59)

o
We have so far considered exhaustively all the possible forms of the function f(x, u) in
view of the exact Lie groups of the non-linear wave equation (3.1). Figure 3.1 gives a
summary of this in the form of a tree diagram.
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General
~= a(t), f) = b(x)

TJ = (~a'(t) + e(x))u + d(t,x)

Case 1
f arbitrary

(3.19), (3.20)

Case 3
fu2 f- 0

(3.33) - (3.35)

Case 2
fu2 = 0

(3.27), (3.32)

Case 3.1
e' f- 0
(3.36)

Case 3.2
e' = 0
(3.37)

Case 3.2.1
dx = 0

(3.38), (3.42)

Case 3.2.2
fu3 I; = (fu2)2
(3.58), (3.59)

Case 3.2.1(i)
f arbitrary

(3.46), (3.48)

Case 3.2.1(ii)
(3.49)

(3.50), (3.55)

Case 3.2.1(iii)
(3.56)
(3.57)

Fig. 3.1 A tree diagram illustrating different cases of the
form of the function f(x, u) in the non-linear
wave equation Utt = [f(x,u)uxlx.
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The exact Lie groups of transformations for the unperturbed non-linear wave equation
(3.5) can easily be found from the infinitesimals (3.20), (3.32), (3.42) and (3.55).
The O.D.E.s corresponding to the infinitesimals (3.20) are

dt*
da = ao, ao = constant, t*(O) = 0,

dx*
da = 0,

du*
da = 0,

which is easily solved to give the Lie groups of transformations admitted by (3.5) for
arbitrary f as

x*(O) = 0, (3.60)

u*(O) = 0,

t* = t + ca, }
x* = x,

u" = u,

(3.61 )

where c is a constant and a is a group parameter. o

From the infinitesimals (3.32) we have the system of O.D.E.s

t*(O) = t,

(3.62)x*(O) = x,

u*(O) = u,

which can be solved to give the following Lie groups of transformations:

* _ k3 t + k4 k3a k4
t - k3 e - k3'

x* = ~[kox+3Je(x)x+kde(3e(X)dx+ko)a
ko

- ~(3Je(x)dx+kd,
ko

u" = ~ [(Bu + gl(X) + ks)eBa - gl(X) - ks],

(3.63)
ko -=f. 0,

k3B=2+e(x).
o
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Systems of linear O.D.E.s corresponding to the infinitesimals (3.42) and (3.55), respec-
tively, are

dt* ao ( *)2 *-d = - t + alt + a2,
a 2

dx*
da = box* + bl,

du* (ao * 1 ) * h * h
da = 2:t + 2aI + eo u + go + ot + I

(3.64)

and

dt* ko *
da =-2:t +kl,

dx*
da = box* + bl,

du*
da = 0,

(3.65)

where aO,al,a2,bo,bl,eo,go,ho and hI are constants and a is group parameter.

Solving (3.64) for t*, x* and u", we have

dt*(a) ao( *)2 *-d- = - t + alt + a2
a 2

dt*(a) = da.
ao (t*)2 t*2: + al + a2

By completing the squares, and writing t for t*, we have

where
(3.67)

From (3.66) we get
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A(l + [T - A] e(4A/ao)a)

T* = T + A1 _ [T - A] e(4A/ao)a
T+A

and thus

A(l + [T - A] e(4A/ao)a)

t* = T + A
1_ [T - A] e(4A/ao)a

T+A
1

x* = -((box + bt)eboa - bt),
bo
1

u" = B((Bu + C)eBa - C),

where T and A are as in (3.67),

68

(3.68)

Similarly, from (3.65) we get the Lie groups of transformations admitted by the system
of O.D.E.s as:

u* = u.

(3.69)

o
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3.3 Lie Groups of the Perturbed Non-linear Wave
Equation Utt + EUt = [f (x, U )ux]x

We present a detailed discussion of the properties of Lie groups of the perturbed non-linear
wave equation of the form

Utt + EUt = [j(x, U)Uxlx, f E C(R x R), f > 0, I; #- O. (3.70)

Using the notations (3.5) we have

(3.71)

The invariant condition

V(2) F = 0 when F = 0,

where F is given by (3.71), gives

o = E'r/t - 'r/xfx + 'r/tt - 'r/xxf

+ udE'r/u - Eet + exfx + 2'r/tu- ett - E'r/u+ 2Eet + exxfl

+ u2[-()fxx - 'r/fxu - E()t + ()xfx - 2'r/xfu - ()tt - 2edx - 2'r/xuf + ()xxfl

+ UIU2[-E()u + eufx + 2exfu - 2()tu - 3eufx + E()u + 2exufl

+ (ut)2[-Eeu + 'r/uu - 2etu + 3E~ul

+ (U2)2[_()fxu - 'r/fuu + ()ufx - 'r/ufu + 2()xJx - 2~du - ()ufx - 'r/uuf + 2()xufl

- (Ul)3euu + (U2)2[()ufu - ()uufl- (ud2U2()uu

+ Ul (U2)2[euu - euful + U12[2exf - 2()tl

+ U22[-()fx - nl; - 2~d + 2()xfl- 2UIU12()u - 2UIU22euf

(3.72)
The coefficients of UIU22, U2U22, UIU12, (Ul)2U2, U2U12 and (Ut)3 in (3.72) give the relation

(3.73)

and then we get
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(3.74)

from (3.72) and the coefficients of UIU2 and U12. Also (3.72) and (3.73) together with the
coefficients of (ud2 give the following:

e(t, x, u) = e(t) = a(t), )

B(t,x,u) = B(x) = b(x),

T/(t, x, u) = c(t, x)u + d(t, x),

(3.75)

where a, b, c, d are arbitrary functions. Finally, considering (3.72) - (3.75) and the re-
maining independent coefficients supplied by (3.72), we have the following:

eT/t - T/xfx + T/tt - T/xxf = 0, (3.76)

Putting (3.75) into (3.76), (3.77) and (3.78) gives, respectively,

2ct - a"(t) + w'(t) = 0, (3.81)

(cu + d)fu + b(x)fx - 2b'(x)f + 2a'(t)f = O.

From (3.81) we have

c(t, x) = ~(a'(t) - w(t)) + e(x), (3.82)

which in view of (3.75) implies
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T](t, x, u) = [~a'(t) - ~w(t) + e(x)Ju + d(t, x).2 2
In view of (3.83), (3.75) now takes the form

(3.83)

~= a(t),

e = b(x),

T]= [~a'(t) - ~w(t) + e(x)Ju + d(t, x).

(3.84)

To be able to give a complete analysis of the exact Lie groups admitted by (3.70), it is
only fitting that we consider the case when f is arbitrary. When needed or useful, we
shall consider other particular forms of f a well.

Case 1: f arbitrary.
Let us, for instance, take the form of f as in (3.19). Since (3.13) and (3.78) are the same,
we see that the infinitesimals

~= ao, e = 0, T] = 0, (3.85)

follow as in the case of (3.5). o

A discussion of particular forms of the function f follows.

Putting (3.82) into (3.79) and (3.80) gives, respectively,

-{[~((a'(t) .; w(t)) + e(x)Ju + d} fxu - b(x)fx2 - b'(x)fx

- 2(e'(x)u + dx)fu - 2a'(t)fx - 2e'(x)f + bl/(x)f = 0,

[( -~a'(t) + ~w(t) - e(x))u - d]ju2 - b(x)fxu

+ [-~a'(t) + ~w(t) - e(x)Jfu + 2b'(x)fu - 2a'(t)fu = 0.

(3.86)

(3.87)

Differentiating (3.86) and (3.87) with respect to u and x respectively gives

[-~a'(t) + ~w(t) - e(x)Jfxu + [(-~a'(t) + ~w(t) ., e(x))u - d]ju2x
2 2 2· 2

- 2e'(x)fu - 2(e'(x)u + dx)Ju2 - 2a'(t)fxu - 2e'(x)fu (3.88)

- b(x)fx2u - b'(x)fxu + bl/(x)fu = 0,
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[( -~a'(t) + ~ta(t) - e(x))u - d]fu2x + (-e'(x)u - dx)fu22 2
- b'(x)fxu - b(x)fx2u + [-~a'(t) + ~ta(t) - e(x)lJux (3.89)

- e'(x)fu + 2b"(x)fu + 2b'(x)fxu - 2a'(t)fxu = O.

Subtracting (3.88) from (3.89) yields

3e'(x)fu + (e'(x)u + dx)Ju2 + b"(x)fu = O. (3.90)

Equation (3.90) can be considered when fu2 i 0 and when fu2 = 0 since I; i 0 from
(3.70).

Case 2: fu2 = O.
When fu2 = 0, we have the form of f as

f(x,u) = ufr(x) + h(x), (3.91 )

and

b(x) =-3 J e(x)dx + kox + kl (3.92)

is immediate from (3.91) and (3.90); see (3.27). Substituting (3.91) into (3.76) gives

[~ta"(t) - ~E2a'(t)]u + Edtt - (e'(x)u + dx)(uf~(x) + f~(x))

+ [~a"'(t) - ~ta"(t)]u + dtt - (e"(x)u + dx2 )(Ufl(X) + h(x)) = o.
(3.93)

Separating the coefficients of 1, u and u2 in (3.93) gives, respectively, the following equa-
tions:

ed; + dtt - dx f~ (x) - dx2 h (x ) = 0, (3.94)

-~E2a'(t) - ~a"'(t) - e'(x)f~(x) - e"(x)h(x)
2 2

(3.95)
- dx f~ (x) - dx2 I,(X ) = 0,

-e'(x )1~(x) - e"(x )11(x) = O. (3.96)
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Substituting (3.91) into (3.78) gives

[(~a'(t) - ~w(t) + e(x))u + dlfl(X) + b(x)(uf~(x) + f~(x))

- 2b'(x)(ufl(X) + h(x)) + 2a'(t)(ufl(X) + h(x)) = o.

Separating the coefficients of 1 and u respectively gives

dfl(X) + b(x)f~(x) - 2b'(x)h(x) + 2a'(t)h(x) = 0, (3.97)

(~a'(t) - ~w(t) + e(x))iI(x) + b(x)f~(x) - 2b'(x)iI(x) + 2a'(t)fl(X) = O. (3.98)

Note that we can assume fl (x) =I 0, since otherwise (3.91) would give I; =I 0, contradict-
ing the initial hypothesis.

From (3.98) we have

~a'(t) - ~w(t) = 2b'(x) - e(x) - b(X);~~:~ = K = constant, (3.99)

from whence we get the first order linear O.D.E.

5a'(t) - w(t) = 2f{ (3.100)

whose solution in a(t) is

2f{
a(t) = aoed

/
5

- -, ao, K constants.
E

(3.101)

To be able to get 77(t,x,u) in (3.84), we shall use both (3.95) and (3.96) to find e(x) and
d(t, x). From (3.96) we have

e'(x) = el/(x) = 0 => e(x) = eo = constant.

From (3.95) and in view of (3.102), we have

(3.102)

(3.103)

Differentiating (3.103) with respect to x yields
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which is a polynomial in f{ (x) and fn x). Thus

dX3 = dx2 = dx = 0 =} d(t, x) = d(t).

Putting (3.104) into (3.94) gives the O.D.E.

(3.104 )

which can easily be solved to get

(3.105)

where do and dl are constants.
We further note that in view of (3.102), (3.92) now becomes

b(x) = (ko - 3eo)x + kl + el'

Thus for case 2 the infinitesimals (3;84) are

c _ () _ d/5 2K
<" - at - ao --,

c

(3.106)()= b(x) = (ko - 3eo)x + kl + el,

(K 2wo d/5) d =et dTJ = + eo - -5-e u + 0e + 1·

o

Case 3:
fu2 -j. O.

When f takes the form (3.107), we may express (3.90) as

(3.107)

(e'(x)u + dx);: = -b"(x) - 3e'(x),

which is the same expression which yields (3.100) - (3.105). Thus

d(t, x) = g(x) + h(t) and g(x) = go, e(x) = eo, (3.108)
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where go, eo are constants.
Considering (3.76), and in view of (3.84) and (3.108), we have

(~w"(t) - ~f2a'(t))u + fh'(t) + (~a"'(t) - ~w"(t))u + h"(t) = o.
2 2 2 2

From the coefficients of 1 and u, respectively, we get the homogeneous O.D.E.s

h"(t) + fh'(t) = 0,

a"'(t) - f2a'(t) = 0,

which are easily solved to give

where ho,hl,ao,al,a2 are constants.
Putting (3.108), (3.110) and (3.111) into (3.78) we get

[( eo - ao)u + hoe-et + go + hIlfu + 2f( al ed
- a2e-d)f

2f
+ b(x)fx - 2b'(x)f = o.

From the coefficients of u and 1 we have, respectively,

ao
eo - 2f = 0,

Differentiating (3.114) with respect to u yields

(h -d + + h )fu2f - (fu)2 + b( )fxuf - fxfu = 0
oe go I J2 x J2 .

The following cases arise from (3.115):

Case 3.1:
hoe-d + go + b, = 0 and b(x) = o.

75

(3.109)

(3.110)

(3.111)

(3.112)

(3.113)

(3.114)

(3.115)
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Case 3.2:

Case 3.3:

Case 3.4:

Case 3.1:
hoe-d + go + h., = 0 and b(x) = 0, together with (3.78), (3.84), (3.108) and (3.109),
yield the infinitesimals

~=a(t)=ao, B=b(x)=O, T]=O. (3.116)

o

Case 3.2:
When hoe-d + go + hl = 0 and fxuf - fxfu = 0, we have

f(x, u) = q(u)efp(x)dx (3.117)

=? fx = p(x)q(u)efp(x)dx and I; = q'(u)efp(x)dx.

Thus (3.112) now becomes

Solving 2b'(x) - b(x)p(x) = k gives

b(x) = ~efp(X)dX/2 J e: fp(x)dx/2dx.

Putting (3.117) and (3.118) into (3.78) and dividing by q( u), we obtain

(3.118)

From the coefficients of 1 and u we get, respectively,
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al = k = 0,

Putting (3.119) and (3.120) into (3.111) gives

From (3.108), (3.110), (3.121) and (3.84) we get the following infinitesimals:

ao
~ = a(t) = 2'(.

e = b(x) = 0,

TJ = 0.

Case 3.3:
When b(x) = ° and fu2f - (fu)2 = 0, we have

which on repeated integration yields

f(x,u) = q(x)eP(x)u ..

Putting this into (3.78) gives

TJfu + 2a'(t) = °
f

p( x )q( x )eP(x)u ,
TJ () () + 2a (t) = °q x eP x U

Differentiating (3.124) with respect to x yields

which results further into the following cases:

Case 3.3.1:

77

(3.119)

(3.120)

(3.121)

(3.122)

o

(3.123)

(3.124 )

(3.125)
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Thus (3.124) now becomes

In view of (3.84), (3.111), (3.125) and (3.126) we get the following infinitesimals:

t = ao e
l" - 2' = 0,

E
TJ = O.

Case 3.3.2:
p'(x) = 0 =} p(x) = Po = constant. Thus

f(x, u) = q(x)ePou
.

Putting (3.128) into (3.79) gives

which on differentiation with respect to u yields

Thus

Finally we have the infinitesimals as

e = 0,

TJ = hoe-d + hI + 90,

78

(3.126)

(3.127)

o

(3.128)

(3.129)
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where ho,h1,h2,go and Po are constants.

Case 3.4:

The above equations, when integrated, yield respectively

f(x,u) = q(x)eP(x)u,

f(x,u) q(u)efp(x)dx = JI(x)h(u).

From(3.131) and (3.132) we see that

p( x) = Po = constant.

Hencef will be of the form

f(x,u) = q(x)ePOU

or
f(x,u) = q(u)ePox.

Case 3.4.1:

f(x,u) = q(x)ePOU as in (3.133).

Putting (3.133) into (3.80) and simplifying, we get

[( ao -ft) h -d h 1 2 b() q'(x)- eo - -2 - W2e u + oe + 1 + go Po - x po-( -) ,. c: q x

-(eo - ao - W2e-ft) + 2b'(x) - 2a'(t) = O.2c:

Separating the coefficients of u and 1 gives, respectively,

( ao . -d) 2 0eo - - - c:a2e Po =2c:
ao -d ...I-:::} eo - - - W2e = 0 since po I 0,2c:

79

o

(3.130)

(3.131)

(3.132)

(3.133)

(3.134)

(3.135)
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-(hoe-d + hI + go)p~ - 2a'(t) = -2b'(x) + Pob(x) ~~;?= kl = constant.

Hence

Also, from (3.136) we have

b'(x) _ Poq'(x) b(x) = _ kl.
2q(x). 2

Solving the above first order linear O.D.E gives

- po/2 kl f dxb(x) - [q(x)] [k3 - 2 [q(X)]PO/2]'

Thus we have the following infinitesimals:

where Po, i; k2, k3, ho, hI and go are constants.

Case 3.4.2:
If we now let

f(x,u) = q(u)ePOX,

then from (3.80) we get

q"(u) b() 2b'() 2 -d 3 =et17-( -) = Po x - x + WI e - W2e .
q' u

Differentiating the right hand side of (3.140) with respect to x yields

80

(3.136)

(3.137)

(3.138)

(3.139)

o

(3.140)
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2b"(x) = Pob'(x)

b"( x) Po
=}

b'( x) 2

whichupon two successive integrations with respect to x gives

2Pl /2b(x) = _ePox + P2,
Po

wherePo, Pl, P2 are constants.

The resultant infinitesimals in this case are

(3.141)

o

Case 3.5:
(3.142)

The three conditions from (3.115) with (3.142) are:

Case 3.5.1:
b(x) = 0 and fxuf - fxfu = 0,

which implies (see (3.132))

f(x,u) = q(u)efp(x)dx.

Putting these into (3.78) gives

"1; + 2a'(t) = O. (3.143)

Differentiating (3.143) with respect to x yields
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Sincefxuf - fxfu = 0, we now have

TJxfuf = 0

=? TJx = 0 since fuf -# 0

=? TJ = TJ(t).

Thus (3.143) now implies

a(t) = ao = constant.

Finallywe have the following infinitesimals:

(3.144 )

o

Case 3.5.2:
b(x) = 0 and fxuf - fxfu -# O. (3.145)

Putting this into (3.78) gives

TJfu + 2a'(t) = 0
f

=? TJxfuf + TJUxuf - fxfu) = 0;

see(3.143). Since fxuf - L]; -# 0 and fuf -# 0, we have from the above equation

TJ = TJ(t).

Hencewe have the same infinitesimals as in case 3.5.1 above, i.e. (3.144):

e = ao, () = 0, TJ = TJ(t).

o

Case 3.5.3:
b(x) -# 0 and fxuf - fxfu = o. (3.146)

In this case we have
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f(x, u) = q(u)ef p(x)dx.

Hence(3.78) now becomes

[(eo - ;:)u + hoe-d + hI + 90l~f~? + b(x)p(x) - 2b'(x) + 2a'(t) = O.

Separatingthe coefficients of u and 1 gives, respectively,

(eo _ ao) q' (u) = 0
2c q( u)

(hoe-d + hI + 90) ~f~?+ b(x)p(x) - 2b'(x) + 2a'(t) = O.

ao
eo - 2c = 0, since q'(u) =f 0,

Differentiating (3.148) with respect to t yields

-choe-dq'(u) + 2a"(t) = 0
q(u)

q'(u) 2a"(t)=* -- = __ ed = AO = constant.
q( u) cho

From (3.149) it is easy to see that

and

"( ) _ choAo =cta t - -2-e ,

whichon being integrated twice yields

AI, A2 constants.
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(3.147)

(3.148)

(3.149)

(3.150)

(3.151)
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Inorder to determine b(x), we introduce (3.149) into (3.148) to get

(hoe-d + hI + go),o + 2a'(t) = 2b'(x) - b(x)p(x) = fJ = constant.

Hence we have the first order linear O.D.E.

b'(x) - ~p(x)b(x) = ~,2 2

which can easily be solved in b( x) to give

b( x) = eJ P(X)dX/2[~ J e- J p(x)dx/2dx + a], a, fJ constants.

From(3.147) we have

The infinitesimals

~= h~~o e-d + ),It + ),2,

e = eJ P(X)dX/2[~ J «:J p(x)dx/2dx + a],

1] = hoe-a + hI + go,

are immediate from (3.151), (3.152) and (3.153).

Case 3.6:
b(x) = 0 and fxuf - fxfu = o.

In view of (3.115) the above condition (3.155) will lead to the following cases:

Case 3.6.1:

In this case f is of the form

f(x,u) = q(u)eJp(x)dx.

Hence (3.114) now becomes

84

(3.152)

(3.153)

(3.154 )

o

(3.155)

(3.156)

(3.157)
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(3.158)

whichon differentiation with respect to t and after some calculations yields

q'(u) 2E 2d )-- = -(ale - az = qo = constant
q(u) ho

(3.159)

(3.160)

From (3.159) we get

(3.161)

Introducing (3.160) into (3.158) gives

fromwhence we have the O.D.E. .

b'(x) - ~p(x)b(x) = bo
2 2

whichcan easily be solved in b( x) to give

b(x) = efp(X)dX/2[~ J «: fp(x)dx/2dx + Cj.

In order to determine Tl, we use (3.108) - (3.111) and (3.161). Thus

qoho =e: + h =et + h +Tl = - e u 0e 1 go·
2

Hencewe have the following infinitesimals:
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c ao + 2 et qOhO_d
<" = - ale - -e ,

E2 2E

()= ef P(X)dX/2[~O J «: f p(x)dx/2dx + C],

TJ = (~ou + 1)hoe-d + hI + go.

(3.162)

o

Case 3.6.2:
(3.163)

Introducing (3.163) into (3.114) gives

2b'(x) -b(x)7 = 2Wled - 2w2e-d.

Differentiating (3.164) with respect to u yields

(3.164 )

b(x)(fxuf - fxfu) = 0, (3.165)

which in view of (3.163) has been considered in cases 3.1 and 3.2. o

Case 3.7:
(3.166)

which in view of (3.115) implies

b(x)(fxuf - fxfu) f. O. (3.167)

Further we see from (3.166) and (3.167) that

and
fxuf - fxfu f. O. (3.168)

Putting (3.168) into (3.115) yields

b() (h =et h ) fu2 f - f~
x = oe + I + go fxuf - fxfu (3.169)

The infini tesimals
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(3.170)e = (h -d + h + ) fu2 f - f~
oe I go fxuf _ i-I; '

'Tl = -W2e-ftu + hoe-d + hI + go,

are immediate from (3.84), (3.108), (3.110), (3.111), (3.113) and (3.169). o

NOTE
The diagram in Figure 3.2 on the next page illustrates the different cases of the form of
f(x, u) in (3.70).
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Case 1 -------- General Case ------ Case 2
f arbitrary e = a(t),e = b(x) fu2 = a

e=ao 77=e(x)u+d(t,x) (3.91),(3.92)
e = 77 = a +Ha'(t) - w(t)Ju (3.106)

Case 3.1
A=C=O

(3.116)

Case 3
fu2 #- a

(3.108) - (3.111)

Case 3.7
ABCD #- a

(3.170)

Case 3.2 ---------~--- Case 3.6
A=D=O C=D=O

(3.122)

Case 3.6.1
A#- O,B = a

(3.162)

Case 3V3.1 Case 3.3
(3.125) C = D = a
(3.127) (3.123)

Case 3.6.2
A = O,B #- a

(3.165)

Case 3.3.2
(3.128)
(3.129)

Case 3.4
B= D =0

(3.133) - (3.134)

Case 3.5
A=B=O

Case 3.4.1
f = q(x )ePOU

(3.139)

Case 3.4.2
f = q(u)ePOX

(3.141)

Case 3.5.1
B=C=O

(3.144)

Case 3.5.2 Case 3.5.3
C = 0, D #- a C #- 0, D = a

(3.144) (3.154)

Figure 3.2



Chapter 4

The Stability Groups of
Utt + EUt == [f(x, u)ux]x

Sources: [1] N.Kh. Ibragimovet al, Approximate Symmetries, Math. USSR Sbornik,
Vol. 64 (1989), No.2, pp. 427-440.

4.1 A General Criterion for Approximate Invariance

We give the definition of the invariance of an approximate equation with respect to an
approximate group of transformations.

Definition 4.1-1

The approximate equation

F(z, c) ~ 0 (4.1 )

is said to be invariant with respect to the approximate group of transformations

z" ~ f(z,c,a) (4.2)

if

F(f(z, c, a), c) ~ 0 (4.3)

for all z = (Zl,z2, ... ,zN) satisfying (4.1).
The following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for (4.1) to be invari-
ant under (4.2).

89
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Theorem 4.1-1

Suppose that the function

(4.4)

which is jointly analytic in the variables z and E, satisfies the condition

rank F'(z, O)IF(z,O)=o = n, (4.5)

where

F'(z, E) = IloFV(z, E)/ozill for l/ = 1, ... , nand i = 1, ... , N.

Then, for the approximate equation (4.1), written as

(4.6)

to be invariant under the approximate group of transformations

with infinitesimal generator

(4.7)

it is necessary and sufficient that

VF(Z,E)I(4.6) = O(EP
).

For proof of Theorem 4.1-1, see [I].

The following example illustrates the above theorem further.

(4.8)

Example 4.1-1

In Example 2.2-2 we constructed the approximate group of transformations

(4.9)
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determined by the infinitesimal generator

2 a av = (1 + f.X ) ax + f.xy ay' (4.10)

Let N = 2, Z = (x, y) and p = l.

We want to show that the approximate equation

F(x,y,f.) == y2+~ - f.X2 -1 = O(f.) (4.11)

is invariant with respect to the transformations (4.9).

First we verify the invariance of (4.11) according to Definition 4.1-1. To do this we shall
use equation

- 2 2 2F (x, y , f.) == Y - f.( X - Y In y) - 1 ~ 0 (4.12)

which is equivalent to (4.11).

Equating (4.11) and (4.12), we have

y2+~ _ f.X2 - 1+ 01(f.)
==?- y2+~ + 01(f.)

y2 _ f.(X2 _ y2Iny)-1
y2 + f.y2ln y. (4.13)

Taylor's expansion of y2+~ about f.= 0 gives

Inserting this into (4.13) gives

y2 + f.y2ln y + O( f.2)+ 01 (f.) = y2 + f.y2ln y,

which implies that (4.11) is equivalent to (4.13) within 01(f.).

We now proceed to establish the invariance of (4.11) using the equivalent equation (4.13).

The transformation (4.9) implies

F(x*, v', f.) 2 2 2 )y* - f.( x* - y* In y* - 1

[1 + f.(2ax + a2)JF(x, y, f.) + O( f.),
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which implies (4.3). Thus

F(X*,y*,E) ~ O.

Obviously (4.11) satisfies condition (4.5) of Theorem 4.1-1, since n = l.

By (4.8), we have that

V F (2 + E)Exy2+f - 2Ex(1 + EX2)
2Exy2+f - 2u
2EX(y2+f - 1) + O(E)
2EXF + O(E) = O(E)

in view of (4.11). Thus

and the invariance of (4.11) with respect to (4.10) is established.

According to Theorem 4.1-1, the construction of the approximate group leaving equation
(4.1) invariant reduces to the solution of the defining equation (4.8) for the coordinates
e(z, E) of the infinitesimal operator (4.7).
We now discuss how to solve the defining equation (4.8) to within O(EP). The following
representations will be useful:

Let

(4.14)

P

F(Z,E) ~ LEiFi(z)
i=O

P
k ""ikand e (Z,E) ~ L..,.Eei(Z).

i=O

Substituting (4.14) into (4.8) and singling out the principal terms we have

VF eaF
azk

[~,i f7(yo + 'yd·· . + ,pYp)j. [t,,j a~Jj(yO + ... + ,P'P)]. (4.15)

It is known from [1] that, with the index notation as on page 46,
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pL f.i Fi(yo + f.Y1 + ... + f.PYp)
i=O

~ Fo(Yo) +t f.i [Fi(YO) +t t ~! F/~](yo) L Y(V)]. (4.16)
,=1 J=1 1<11=1 Ivl=j

By (4.16), we have

PL f.ie(yO)
i=O

~ (~(YO) + tf.i [(f(Yo) +t t ~!(t~(YO) L. Y(V)] (4.17)
,=1 J-1 1<11=1 Ivl=J

and

(4.18)

Inserting (4.17) and (4.18) into (4.15) gives

[ k f- i k] [OFO(YO) s-, ]V F = (0 (Yo) + ~ f. Ai' ozk + f;;i f.J Bj,k , (4.19)

where

(4.20)

and

(4.21 )

Expanding (4.19) we get
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VF tk(y )8Fo(Yo) +~f.jtk( )B. +~ iAk8fo(Yo)
<"0 0 8 k Z:: <"0 Yo ),k Z:: f. l 8 k

Z j=l i=l Z

+ '" i+j '" AkBZ:: f. Z:: i j,k·
i+j=2 i+j=1

For i = j = 1, we have

VF

(4.22)

Equating the coefficients of 1, f. and 2:>1 in (4.22) to zero (since V F = 0) we get the
following form of the defining equation:

tk( ) 8Fo(yo) = °
<"0 Yo 8zk '

tk()B Ak 8F~(yo) '" Ak
<"0 Yo I,k + I 8 k + ~ j Bj,k = 0,

Z i+j=1
l = 2,3, ... ,po (4.23)

Equations (4.23) hold on the set of all Yo, Y1, ... 'YP satisfying the system

i j 1
Fi(yo) + L L IF/~](yo) L Y(v) = 0, i= 1,2, ... .p, (4.24)

j=l 1171=1 (J. Ivl=j

which is equivalent to the approximate equation (4.1).

It is now clear that the problem of solving the approximate defining equation (4.8) has
been reduced to the solution of the system of exact equations (4.23) and (4.24).
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For p = 1, (4.23) and (4.24) implies

tk( ) 8Fo(Yo) = 0
l,O Yo 8zk ' (4.25)

tk( )8Fo(Yo) + tk( )8F1(yo) + ~ ~ 1 ~ (tk( )8Fo(Yo)) = 0
1,1 yo ~ k so yo ~ k Z:: Z:: Y1 ~ 1 vo Yo ~ k '

oz oz 1=1 k=l oz uZ
(4.26)

under the conditions

(4.27)

Example 4.1-2

Let the approximate equation

F(x, Y, E) = y2+E - EX2 - 1= O(E)

be as (4.11) in Example 4.1-l.

Using (4.12) we have

We now need to find Yo and Y1 from (3.95). It is easy to see that Yo = 1 since y > O.

F ( ) + ~ 18Fo(yo) _ 21 _ 2 + 18(y2 - 1) + y28(y2 - 1) - 0
1 Yo Z:: Y1 ~ 1 - Y nY x Y1 ~ 1 ~ -1=1 oz ox uy

Thus

(4.28)

where Xl is a free variable.

Substituting (4.28) into (4.25) and (4.26) gives
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~~(xo, Yo) - 0,

O~6(xo, Yo)
Ox

2 1 (1 + X6) 2 X6 O~6(Xo, YO)
~l(XO'YO)-xo~o(xo,yo)+ 2 ~o(xo,Yo)+2 oy

- 0,

- 0.

96

(4.29)

o
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4.2 Stability Groups of Uii + EUi = [f (x, U )ux]x

In this section we aim to construct approximate symmetries of first order, i.e. p = 1, for
the perturbed nonlinear wave equation

An algorithm for constructing approximate groups of the form

(4.31 )

determined by the infinitesimal generator

f)
V = [~o(z) + E6(z)] f)z (4.32)

has been discussed in detail in section 3.2 (see [1] for more details).

By theorem 4.1-1, the construction of (4.31) leaving the equation

F(z, E) ~ 0

invariant reduces to the solution of

(4.33)

For equation (4.30) with p = 1, (4.33) yields (4.25) and (4.16) under the conditions (4.27),.
where from (4.30)

Fa = Un - jxU2 - ju( U2)2 - jU22, }

FI = UI,

Z = (i, x, U, UI, U2, Un, UI2, U22)'

(4.34)

Differentiating Fa and FI with respect to t ;x, u, Ul, U2, Un, UI2 and Un yields
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oFo oFo = oFo =0- =ot OU1 OU12 '

oFo
- fx2U2 - fux( U2)2 - fxU22,- -ox

oFo - fxuU2 - fu2 (U2)2 - fuU22,=
OU

oFo
- fx - 2fuU2,

OU2
-

oFo 1,--
OUl1

oFo -f,=
OU22

oF1 1,- -
OU1

oF1 oF1 oF1 oF1 oF1 oF1
-=-=-=-=-=-=0ox OU OU2 OUl1 OU12 OU22 .

Using (4.35) it is easy to see that

~tk( )OFo(yo) =
0<'1 Yo ~ k
k:::1 uZ

-(JX2U2 + fxu( U2)2 + fxU22)~i(Yo)

- (JxuU2 + fu2 (U2)2 + fuU22)~~(YO)

(4.35)

t4 () (1)
<'0 Yo = T71 ,

where

(4.37)
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~ tk( ) aFo(Yo) =
s: <"0 yo a k
k=1 Z

(1)( f f ) (2) (2)+ T12 - x - 2 u U2 + 1]11 - 1]22 l,

(1) (2) d (2) . ( ) dwhere 1]2 ,1]11 an 1]22 are as III 1.58, an

(1)( f f) (2) (2)/]+ 1]2 - x - 2 u U2 + 1]11 - 1]22

+ yi :x[······]

+ yi :U[······]

a .
+ yt-a[ ]

U1

+ yfa
a [ ]

U2

+y~aa [ ]
U11

+ yiaa [ ]
U12

+ «: [ J.
U22

Putting (4.36), (4.37) and (4.39) into (4.26) gives the equation

0= (4.36) + (4.37) + (4.39).

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)
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As we did for the exact groups, we shall first consider the case for the arbitrary function
f(x, u), then other particular cases of the function f.

The case when f is arbitrary:
vVe have the irifinitesimals (see (3.20))

~ = ao, e = 0, 'T/= 0,

which correspond to (4.25) and (4.27h- Thus

~6(Z) =~ = ao,

~5(z) =8 = 0,

~6(z) ='T/ = 0,

~6(Z) - 'T/(1) = 0,- 1

~g(z) - 'T/(1) = 0,- 2

~g(z) - 'T/(2) = 0,- 11

a(z) - 'T/(2) = 0,- 12

~g(z) - 'T/(2) = 0.- 22

(4.41)

We now turn to solving (4.26) and (4.27h- In view of (4.41), equation (4.40) now becomes

(4.42)

By identifying with zero the coefficients of 1, U2, (U2)2 and U22 in (4.42), we obtain

(i) fx~f(Yo) + ~~(yo) - f~~(Yo) = 0,

(ii) fx2~~(YO) + fxut?(yo) + 2futr(yo) = 0,

(iii) fxut~(yo) + fu2e?(yo) = 0,

(iv) fxti(yo) + futr(Yo) = 0.

(4.43)

From equations (iii) and (iv) in (4.43) we have
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unless

(4.45)

Since f is arbitrary, it is obvious that (4.45) does not apply at all.
Putting (4.44) in (4.43ii) we obtain

(4.46)

since fu =J O. Consequently, from (4.43i) we have

(4.4 7)

Thus e~(yo) may be assumed to be arbitrary. We also note that in view of (4.34) and
(4.26), ei(yO) , et(yo) and ei (Yo) will also remain arbitrary since their coefficients in (4.26)
vanish.

Finally we now find fl = (ff, if,···, ff)· For this we solve the system (see (2.24) and
(2.25))

(4.48)

under the initial conditions

f~(z, a)la=o = 0,

where fo = (fJ, f5,· .. ,fg) is known from (3.20).

First we note that in view of (4.34), the functions eo(z) and 6(z) in (4.32) are only
supposed to depend on the first three variables in z, namely t, x and u. Consequently in
(4.31) only the first three components of fo and t., that is fJ, f5, f5 and it, if, if, have
to be determined. Furthermore, these components can also be assumed to depend on t, x
and u only. In this way, in the system (4.48), we are only interested in the first three
equations and the respective initial conditions. Now, (3.20) will give

fJ(t,x,u,a) = t* = t + ca, ).

fJ(t, x, u, a) = x*= x,

f5(t, x, u, a) = u* = u,

(4.49)
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where c is an arbitrary constant and a is the group parameter.
In view of (4.41), (4.44), (4.46), (4.47) and (4.49), the system (4.48) now becomes

(4.50)

and the first three equations are

dfl(t,x,u,a) _ h( )da - t + ca, x, u, a ,

dR(t, x, u, a)
da = 0,

djf(t,x,u,a) = 0
da '

(4.51 )

where h is an arbitrary function while a E R is the group parameter. In view of (4.48)
the system (4.51) has to be solved for the initial conditions

I;(t, x, u, 0) = Ii(t, x, u, 0) = I~(t, x, u, 0) = O. (4.52)

Thus (4.51) and (4.52) give

J{(t, x, u, a)= loa h(t + co, x, u, a)da,

R(t,x,u,a) = 0,

jf(t,x,u,a) = O.

(4.53)

Putting (4.53) into (4.31) we get the first three components in the approximate Lie groups
of equation (4.30) for arbitrary I as

t* ::::::t + ca + Efoa h(t + co, x, u, a)da,

x* ::::::x, (4.54)

u* ::::::u.
o

Next we consider a particular case when I is of the form

I(x, u) = II (x )h( u). (4.55)
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It will suffice to consider the case when

f(x, u) = c(u)(box + bt)2+ko/bo

(see (3.54)) with the infinitesimals

1( ) ko~o z = ~ = =:' + k1'

~6(z) = f) = boX + b1,

~g(z) = 7] = 0

and the corresponding groups of transformations

2k 2kf6 = t* = _1 + (t __ 1)e-koa/kl,
ko ko

f'5 = x* = (boX + b~eboa - b1 ,

f5 = u* = u

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

(see (3.55) and (3.69)). On prolongation of (4.57) we further obtain the infinitesimals

(1) ko
~6(z) == 7]1 = 2U1,

~g(z) = 7]F) = -bOU2,

~g(z) = 7]g) = koUl1,

7 ( ) _ (2) _ (ko )~o z - 7]12 - 2 - bo U12,

~g(z) = 7]g) = -2boU22

and the proloriged Lie group of transformations

1
f~ = ui = (1 + "2koa)u1'

fJ = u; = (1- bOa)u2,

f8 = 'Ui1 = (1 + koa )Ul1,

f~ = Ui2 = [1 + (~O - bO)aJu12,

fg = U;2 = (1 - 2boa )U22.

(4.59)

(4.60)
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Introducing (4.57) - (4.60) into (4.26), we obtain

(4.61 )

From the coefficients of 1, Ul, U2, (U2)2 and U22 in (4.61) we obtain, respectively, the fol-
lowing equations:

ko 0, (4.63)
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0, (4.65)

o. (4.66)

From the condition (4.27) we have

6 t!+ Yl - Yl . (4.67)

The following equations arise from the coefficients of U2, (U2)2, U22 and 1, respectively:

yifx2 + Y~fxu + 2yr fu = 0,

yifu2 + Y~fu2 = 0,

yifu + Y~fu = 0,

Y~ + Y~f = o.

(4.68)

From (4.68) we get

(4.69)

where Y~ is arbitrary.

Differentiating (4.66) with respect to u and subtracting the result from (4.65) yields

230=> Yl = Yl = (4.70)

since L: i= 0, fu2 i= 0 from (4.56).

From (4.70) and (4.68) we get

(4.71 )

Putting (4.70) and (4.71) into (4.64) and (4.66), respectively, yields
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Differentiating (4.73) with respect to x and subtracting the result from (4.72) gives

(4.74 )

From (4.73) we have

(4.75)

where e?(yo) is arbitrary.

We also have from (4.61) that yi,yi and y{ are arbitrary since their coefficients vanish.
Introducing (4.63), (4.70), (4.71) and (4.75) into (4.62), we obtain

(4.76)

where e~(yo) is arbitrary.

In view of (4.34), we note that ei (Yo), ei (Yo) and e{(Yo) are arbitrary since their coefficients
in (4.26) vanish. Thus we so far have established the following:

ei(yo) = arbitrary,

ei(yo) = -ei(yo) j:,
ei(yo) = arbitrary,

ei(yo) = arbitrary,

er(yo) = 0,

e~(yo) = e~(Yo)f +y~(box + b1)fx - 2boy~f,

ei (Yo) = arbitrary,

e~(yo) = arbitrary.

(4.77)

Finally we now find I, = Uf, R,· .. ,fn by solving the following system of O.D.E.s (see
(4.48) ):



dJ{(z, a) a~~~fo) f;(z, a) + ~i(fo), (4.78)=da

dR(z, a) a~~Vo) fi(z, a) + ~;(fo), (4.79)-
da

djf(z, a) a~~~fo) f{(z, a) + ~i(fo), (4.80)=da

dft(z, a) = a~~Vo) n». a) + ~i(fo), (4.81 )da

df~(z, a) = a~~Vo) fi(z, a) + ~~(fo), (4.82)
da

dff(z,a) a~~Vo) f~(z, a) + ~~(fo), (4.83)da -

dg(z, a) = a~~Vo) fi(z, a) + ~i(fo), (4.84)
da

dff(z, a) = a~~Vo) f~(z, a) + ~~(fo). (4.85)da
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First we solve (4.78). From (4.57) and (4.58) we see that

and

which implies

(4.86)

In view of (4.77) we may let

~i(f~) = h1(t*,x,u,a) SInce it JS arbitrary.

Differentiating (4.86) with respect to t yields

a~6(fJ) _ (k _ k t)e-koa/kl - kat - 1 0 1,

which, when put into (4.78), gives the O.D.E.
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dJf(z, a) [( ) -koa/k1 k lfl( ) h ( * )da = kl - kot e - 1 1 z, a + 1 t ,X, u, a . (4.87)

We observe that (4.87) is a first order linear O.D.E. of the form

~i+ P(a)ff = Q(a)

with

Thus the integrating factor of (4.87) is ef P(a)da, where

and hence

(4.88)

where

(4.89)

From the condition fl(z, a)la=o = 0 we have

ff(z, 0) = c(z)e-Aa = 0 =} c(z) = o.

Finally (4.88) now becomes

(4.90)

Putting (4.58) and (4.90) into (4.31) we get the first component in the approximate Lie
groups of equation (4.30) for

f(x,u) = c(u)(box + b1)2+ko/bo

as

2kl 2kl k /k A fa A *i' ~ ko + (t - ko )e- oa 1 + E[e- a
Jo

e sh1(t ,x,u,s)ds], (4.91)
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where Aa, As are as in (4.89) and t* is as in (4.58).

For the solution of (4.79) we observe from (4.57) and (4.58) that

e6(5) - :0 [(box + bdeboa - bdx + b1

=}
ae5(fJ) :0 [(2box + b1)eboa - bd·ax - (4.92)

Furthermore, from (4.58) and (4.75) we have

. *SInce u = u

(4.93)

I; c'(u)(box + b1)

But ix = c(u)(2bo + ko) from (4.56), hence

2 2 C' ( U) (box + b1)

el(fO) = - c(u)(2bo + ko) h3(t,x,u,a).

Putting (4.92) and (4.94) in (4.79), we have the O.D.E.

(4.94)

d/i(z, a) 1 b a 2
da - b

o
[(2box + bde a - bIlil (z, a)

c'(u)(box + b1)

= - c(u)(2bo+ko)h3(t,x,u,a),

which is easily solved to give

2 _ -e; fa e, [C'(U)(box + bd] -e;
il(z,a)--e Jo e c(u)(2bo+ko) h3(t,x,u,s)ds+c(z)e (4.95)

where

B, = :2 [-(2box + b1)eboa + bob1a],
o

B, = :2 [-(2box + b1)ebos + bob1s].
o

(4.96)

From the condition /i(z,a)la=o = a we have
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f;(z,O) = c(z)e-Ba = 0 * c(z) = 0,

and finally we obtain

2 -B fa B {C/(U)(boX+bd}
fI(z,a)=-e alo e s c(u)(2bo+ko) h3(t,x,u,s)ds. (4.97)

Thus the second component in the approximate Lie groups of (4.30) is

* "-' 1 boa [-Ba fa e, {c/(U)(box + bd} 1X "-' b
o

[(box + bI)e - bI] + E -e 10 e c(u)(2bo + ko) h3(t, x, u, s)ds . (4.98)

Similarly, it can easily be shown that the solutions of equations (4.80) - (4.85) yield,
respecti vely,

f{ (z , a) = foa h3 ( t, x, U, s) ds ,

f4(z a) = ekoa{4+koa}/S fa e-kos{4+kos}/Sh (U + kou s t x U U s)dsI , Jo 4 I 2 I , , , ,1, ,

f~(z,a) = ecafoa e-Cs[hS(U~I,t,X,U,UI,U2,Ul1'S) + Dfx - Ef]ds,

1 2 2 1 2 2
where Ca = koa + 2koa, C, = kos + 2kos ,

D = y~(boa + bI), E = 2boY~,

U~I = Ul1 + kOaul1, y~ = arbitrary constant,

ko 1 ko 2
where Ga = (2" - bo)a + 2( 2" - bo)a ,

ko
U~2 = (2" - bO)auI2,

ff(z,a) = e-Ja foa eJshS(U22 - 2boaU22,t,X,U,UI,U2,Ul1,UI2,U22,S)ds.

Finally we get the last six components in the approximate Lie groups of (4.30), respec-
tively, as
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* rv t1a
a

h3(t,x,u,s)ds, (4.99)U rv

* rv Ul + ~o Ul a + t [ekoa(Hkoa)!81aa e-kos(Hkos)!S h4( u~, t, x, U, Ul, s )ds 1' (4.100)u1 rv

[La 1* -boa(l-boa) bos(l-bos) * (4.101)U2 rv U2-bOU2a+t e 0 e h5(U2,t,x,U,Ul,U2,S)ds,rv

* ~ ull(1 + koa)Ull

+ t [eCafoa e-Cs[hs( U~ll t, x, U, Ul, U2, Ull, s) + DI; - E I]ds] , (4.102)

*
ko

rv U12 + (2 - bO)U12aU12 rv

(4.103)

+ t[e-Ga foa eGsh7(u~2,t,x,U,UbU2,Ull,U12,S)ds], (4.104)

* rv U22 - 2boU22aU22 rv

(4.105)

+ t[e-Ja foa eJsh8(u;2,t,x,U,Ul,U2,Ull,U12,U22,S)ds]. (4.106)

0



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we have extended the study of the stability of Lie groups of nonlinear wave
equations of the form

(5.1 )

where f is an arbitrary function, to the significantly larger variable coefficient class of the
type

Utt = [j(x, u)uxlx (5.2)

under arbitrary large perturbations of the form

Utt + eu; = [j(x, u)uxlx (5.3)

As motivated in the Introduction (Chapter 0), the perturbation Wt(i,x) is a standard
model of friction.

The main results obtained in this thesis include:

. the derivation of the exact Lie groups of the nonlinear wave equation (5.2) without
the complicated assumptions made in the study of Torrisi and Valenti (1985) .

. the determination of exact Lie groups of the perturbed nonlinear wave equation (5.3)
for both arbitrary and specific functions f(x, u). These are new results and hence

\
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an improvement on the existing literature on the subject .

. the derivation of the stability of Lie groups of the perturbed nonlinear wave equation
(5.3) for various forms of f(x,u). This problem had not been studied before.

The thesis is also of scientific significance because it opens the way for further research in
still larger classes of nonlinear hyperbolic variable coefficient equations and their stability.
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Summary

In this thesis the stability of the Lie group invariance of classical solutions of large classes
of nonlinear partial differential equations is studied. We give a theoretical framework for
the construction of approximate groups for nonlinear partial differential equations. In
particular, stability symmetries for the perturbed nonlinear wave equation

Utt + cu, = [j(x, u)uxlx

are presented here for the first time.

This research is a particularly important stability study, since it applies to large classes
of - earlier unknown - classical solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations as well
as to their symmetries. These equations and solutions model, amongst others, important
laws of nature.

Chapter 1 is devoted to the general concepts of Lie group theory. A detailed account is
given of the applications of Lie groups to both ordinary and partial differential equations.
To date the only known method of obtaining particular solutions to complicated systems
of differential equations is by Lie group symmetry analysis. This is now well known in
the literature.

The Lie group symmetry analysis, however, has some limitations. Any small perturbation
of an equation disturbs the group admitted by it and this reduces the practical value
of group theoretic methods in general. The theory of stability analysis presented in
chapter 2 overcomes this problem. This technique, originated by N .Kh. Ibragimov around
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1988, generates groups that are stable under small, or even classes of more arbitrary,
perturbations of the differential equations involved.

The exact Lie groups admitted by the nonlinear wave equation

Utt = [J(x,u)uxlx

and the corresponding perturbed equation are discussed in chapter 3. Finally, in chapter
4, the construction of stability groups admitted by the perturbed nonlinear wave equation
are set out in detail.
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Opsomming

In hierdie proefskrif word die stabiliteit van die Lie-groep invariansie van klassieke oploss-
ings van groot klasse nie-lineere parsiele differensiaalvergelykings bestudeer. Ons gee 'n
teoretiese raamwerk vir die konstruksie van benaderde groepe vir nie-lineere parsiele differ-
ensiaalvergelykings. In besonder, stabiliteitsimmetriee vir die geperturbeerde nie-lineere
golfvergely king

Utt + EUt = [j(x, u)uxlx

word hier vir die eerste keer gegee.

Hierdie navorsing is veral belangrik as 'n stabiliteitstudie, want dit is van toepassing
op groot klasse - voorheen onbekende - klassieke oplossings van nie-lineere parsiele dif-
ferensiaalvergelykings sowel as op hulle simmetriee. Hierdie vergelykings en oplossings
modelleer, onder andere, belangrike natuurwette.

Hoofstuk 1 word gewy aan die algemene begrippe van Lie-groep teorie. Die toepass-
ings van Lie-groepe op beide gewone en parsiele differensiaalvergelykings word in detail
behandel. Tot op he de was die enigste bekende metode om partikuliere oplossings van in-
gewikkelde stelsels differensiaalvergelykings te vind deur middel van Lie-groep simmetrie-
analise. Dit is nou geed bekend in die literatuur.

Die Lie-groep simmetrie-analise het egter sekere beperkings. Enige klein perturbasie van
'n vergelyking versteur die ooreenstemmende groep, en dit verminder die praktiese waarde
van groep-teoretiese metodes in die algemeen. Die teorie van stabiliteitsanalise wat in
hoofstuk 2 uiteengesit word, oorbrug hierdie probleem. Hierdie tegniek, wat rondom 1988
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deur N .Kh. Ibragimov ontwikkel is, genereer groepe wat stabiel is onder klein, of selfs
klasse van meer arbitrere, perturbasies van die betrokke differensiaalvergelykings.

Die eksakte Lie-groepe van die nie-lineere golfvergelyking

Utt = [f(x, u)uxlx

en die ooreenstemmende geperturbeerde vergelyking word in hoofstuk 3 bespreek. Laas-
tens, in hoofstuk 4, word die konstruksie van die stabiliteitsgroepe van die geperturbeerde
nie-lineer golfvergelyking in besonderhede uiteengesit.
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